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Abstract

Electronic devices’ widespread usage has led to a new form of pollution, known as electromagnetic (EM) pollution,
causing serious problems like equipment malfunctioning and affecting its reliability. This review article presents a
comprehensive literature survey on the various polycarbonate (PC)-based materials for electromagnetic interference
(EMI) shielding applications comprising of PC-based composites, blend composites, foams, and more recently,
multilayered architectures. Following the state-of-the-art literature available from the previous decade, it is apparent
that the properties (conductivity, permittivity and permeability) of nanofiller/fillers and nanocomposite processing/
fabrication techniques control the EMI shielding properties in PC-based materials. Researchers have explored a
variety of fillers, but high aspect ratio carbonaceous nanofillers have gained significant attention. Through
morphological modifications of PC composites, one can obtain a percolation threshold as low as 0.021 wt% of
carbon nanotubes (CNTs). However, higher connectivity of conductive filler need not necessarily lead to high EMI
shielding performance. Thus, detailed insight into the shielding mechanism is also highlighted. This review article
will help researchers design PC-based materials with superior EMI shielding performance coupled with good
mechanical stability.
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Background
Polycarbonate (PC) is a thermoplastic polymer characterized
by a distinct set of properties such as optical transparency,
toughness, high impact strength, dimensional stability, high
thermal and electrical resistance [1]. PC is amorphous with a
high glass transition temperature (Tg) of about 147 °C, above
which it gradually softens. The PC structure consists of or-
ganic functional groups linked together by carbonate groups
(−O–(C=O)–O–) as shown in Fig. 1 [3]. PC can be commer-
cially synthesized by reacting 2,2′-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)
propane (Bisphenol A) with either phosgene or ester inter-
change with diphenyl carbonate [2]. But the phosgene
process (shown in Fig. 1) is industrially favored over ester

interchange as it is economical and provides more control of
polymer molecular weight [2]. Phosgene is added to a stirred
slurry of aqueous sodium hydroxide, catalytic amine (e.g.,
triethylamine or pyridine), and Bisphenol A in a solvent (e.g.,
dichloromethane). To control the molecular weight, a mono-
functional phenol, such as phenol, p-t-butylphenol, or p-
cumylphenol, is often added to end the chain extension [4].
This reaction involves stirred interfacial polymerization and
follows a step-growth mechanism [2]. PC synthesis is well
studied and the details can be found in several existing arti-
cles [1, 2, 4–8].
The physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of

PC pave the way for various applications in automotive
and transportation, electrical and electronics, consumer
products, building and construction, medical, appliances,
packaging, recreation and safety, etc. [9–19]. Since this
review article majorly focuses on PC-based composites
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to tackle EMI shielding, it becomes crucial to under-
stand why PC is chosen in the first place for the said ap-
plication. PC is widely used in electronic devices and
components, projectors, sensor/detector, car electronics,
optical transceiver, digital camera, power distribution
housing and covers, equipment housings and compo-
nents, car audio and navigation, LCD frame, server/
modem/router, IP camera, portable DVD, LCD monitor,
mobile telephones, etc. [9].
Some of the key suppliers of PC include SABIC, Teijin,

Chi Mei Corp., Idemitsu Kosan, Mitsubishi Engineering
Plastics Corp., Lotte Chemical, RTP Company, LG
Chem, Covestro, and Trinseo [10, 20, 21]. The current
market research and growth prediction of PC are shown
in Fig. 2A, and the country-wise production capacity is
shown in Fig. 2B [21]. The global market value of PC
was US$13 billion in 2016 with applications across vari-
ous industries, including automotive and transportation,
packaging, medical devices, construction, and consumer
goods. The study predicted that the market value would
grow to about US$17 billion in 2020 and the market de-
mand to exceed 5.9 thousand tons in 2020. In contrast,
the production capacity in the year 2016 was 5100 Kt/
annum and is expected to increase globally due to the
increasing demand in the forecasted period.
In terms of applications, PC is also blended with other

polymers such as acrylonitrile–butadiene–styrene (ABS)
and polyester for fabricating automotive components
[22, 23]. Areas such as industrial machinery and safety
equipment are likely to gain demand in the future. PC is
processed using injection molding, extrusion, foam
molding, 3D printing, and vacuum forming [24–31].
This variety in processing techniques has empowered
end-users to explore further options for PC usage.
Besides focusing on the critical properties of PC that

make it a potential candidate for EMI shielding applica-
tion, this review article also highlights the processing
techniques and fillers that proved to be beneficial in en-
hancing the shielding performance. Various case studies
underscoring fillers and processing approaches influen-
cing the EMI shielding performance are discussed in
detail. Multiple strategies such as designing PC compos-
ites, PC-based blends and blend composites, PC-based

multilayer structures, and PC-based foams are
highlighted in Fig. 3. Also, the mechanical property of
the EMI shield is vital for commercial applications. PC is
a brittle polymer, and EMI shielding requires incorporat-
ing various fillers. The addition of fillers to PC matrix
may cause mechanical property decline (in some cases),
depending upon the quantity and type of filler. Thus,
our focus is to study EMI shielding performance along
with the mechanical behavior of PC composites. Given
the volume of work in this field, we have restricted our
study to the previous decade. This field has evolved sig-
nificantly in the past decade; a comprehensive review
article summarizing the EMI shielding performance is
much needed. To the best of our knowledge, there exists
only one review article on PC-based EMI shielding ma-
terials, and that too highlights mainly the carbonaceous
fillers in PC [19]. In contrast, this review focused on
EMI shielding systematically highlights PC-based hybrid
systems having different architectural designs.

Can a polymeric material be utilized for EMI
shielding?
The material chosen for EMI shielding enhancement
should minimize the transmission of EM waves by either
obstructing/re-directing the pathway or dissipating the
energy in the form of heat. For a material to act as an ef-
fective EMI shield, it must have the ability to interact
with the incoming EM waves either by reflection, mul-
tiple reflections, and/or absorption, as shown in Fig. 4
[32]. Reflection is related to the impedance mismatch
between air and shielding material. The presence of
nomadic surface charges or mobile charge carriers (elec-
trons or holes) is essential for the reflection, while ab-
sorption arises due to ohmic losses and polarization
losses. Ohmic losses lead to energy dissipation arising
from nomadic charges through conduction, hopping,
and tunneling mechanisms. Polarization losses originate
from defects, functional groups, and interfaces within
the shield material. Multiple reflections are due to reflec-
tions on various surfaces or interfaces derived from ma-
terial inhomogeneity [33]. Broadly categorizing, the
material must be either conducting or dielectrically lossy
(high loss tangent or tanδε) or magnetically lossy (high

Fig. 1 The industrially favored process for the production of polycarbonate [2]
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loss tangent or tanδμ) in the desired frequency range
[34]. Some literature reports that electrical conductivity
of 1.0 S/m is required for total shielding effectiveness
(SET) of − 20 dB [35], while others say surface resistivity
lower than 10 Ωsq− 1 for SET of − 30 dB [36]. The critical
aspect is that these electrical conductivity/resistivity
values fall in the semiconducting range.
Most polymers are transparent to EM waves because of

their insulating nature and lack of electric and magnetic
dipoles. PC comes under this category and has an elec-
trical conductivity of 10− 12–10− 14 S/m and shows a SET
value of 0 dB [35]. Intrinsically conducting polymers such
as polyaniline, polypyrrole, etc. can be used as EMI shield

material [37–44]. However, the low conductivity of such
polymers makes them less suitable for EMI shielding ap-
plications, and thus they are generally used in combin-
ation with some conducting/ dielectric/ magnetic fillers to
meet the commercial shielding requirement, which is
shown in Fig. 5B [45]. Intrinsically conducting polymers
generally do not have excellent mechanical properties to
be molded into complex shapes; thus, they are used in
combination with other polymers or as a dispersion for
coating applications. So, in conclusion, polymers by them-
selves are not suitable for EMI shielding applications.
However, it remains an ideal choice for the scientific and
industrial community mainly because of its various

Fig. 2 (A) Market analysis of PC as obtained from different sources: market value (left axis) and demand (right axis) vs. years (2014–2024); (B)
Global production capacity of PC. Courtesy of Plastic Insights from reference [21]
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applications which can be attributed to its ease of process-
ability, flexible part geometry, excellent surface finish, cor-
rosion resistivity, low weight, tunable absorption and
bandwidth properties, and reasonable cost [46]. Metal en-
closures and shields are known to prevent EM

transmission, primarily by reflection mechanism [47].
Moreover, metal sheets possess seams in them, which may
lead to leakage of EM radiations.
Markham et al. [45] studied the shielding require-

ments for electronic devices/systems in the late

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the different configurations of PC-based EMI shields discussed in this review article, along with their advantages

Fig. 4 Schematic representing the interaction of different types of materials with EM wave
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1990s and reported the assessment of three different
parameters on a single plot i.e., shielding, cost, and
finished product complexity (shown in Fig. 5A). It is
interesting to note that conductive plastics are
mainly superior in the ease of fabrication of complex
geometries [45]. Thus, to harness the advantages of
polymer-based materials for microwave absorption,
polymers are used as matrix material, and various
fillers such as CNTs, rGO, graphene, carbon black,
graphite, Ag nanostructures, MXenes, ZnO, MoS2,
Fe3O4, Ni, Al, Cu, nanoparticles, etc. are incorpo-
rated into it [46, 48–55]. Another captivating feature
of a polymer-based EMI shield is that the type, con-
centration, geometry, and dispersion of the filler can
be tuned to meet the shielding requirement for myr-
iads of applications [56–59]. Among the various
fillers, carbon-based fillers are quite popular due to
their low density, excellent oxidization resistance,
ability to form conductive networks and unique ar-
chitectures at the nanoscale level [46, 60, 61]. Mag-
netic fillers such as ferrites yield enhanced
absorption but are generally more efficient at the
low-frequency range due to Snoek’s limit [62]. Also,
it is worth mentioning that absorption-based

shielding is preferable compared to reflection-based
shielding as absorbers eliminate EM signals, while re-
flectors re-direct it in unwanted directions/locations
[63]. However, designing an absorption-based or
reflection-based EMI shield depends upon the target
application and its requirements.
Another critical aspect of the EMI shield is the tar-

geted frequency range. The various industrial and
medical equipment, electrical and electronic devices,
communication and navigation systems, radar, and satel-
lite communication operate at a defined frequency/range
of frequencies as shown in Fig. 5C [46, 64]. So, there is
also a need to design EMI shields selective to a specific
frequency band.

Terminologies used for quantification of EMI
shielding
Electromagnetic shielding refers to blocking the electro-
magnetic field with barriers made of conductive or die-
lectrically/ magnetically lossy materials. It is generally
expressed in terms of SET and reflection loss/ reflection
coefficient (RL/RC) and is measured in units of decibels
(dB).

Fig. 5 (A) Relative cost vs. performance of various shielding options; (B) Typical shielding requirement for various applications; (C) Some common
applications with their operating frequency range. Adapted with permission from Markham et al. [45], copyright 1999 Elsevier
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Total shielding effectiveness
SET of a material is defined in terms of the ratio of
transmitted power (PT) to incident power (PI) as shown
in Eq. 1 [65, 66].

SET ¼ −10 log
PI

PT
¼ SEA þ SER þ SEMR ð1Þ

where SEA, SER and SEMR refers to the shielding via ab-
sorption, reflection, and multiple reflections, respectively.
SEMR is negligibly small when SET > 15 dB or when the
shield thickness is greater than the skin depth. If SEA is
high, the amplitude of the absorbed waves becomes negli-
gible when it reaches the second boundary. However, the
role of SEMR is noticeable in thin metals and when used at
low EM band frequencies, i.e. ~ kHz range [46].
Since the time-averaged power of an EM wave is pro-

portional to the square of rms electric field strength (E),
SET can also be expressed in terms of electric field
strength, as shown in eq. 2.

SET ¼ −20 log
EI

ET
ð2Þ

where EI is the incident rms field strength and ET is the
transmitted rms field strength.
Similarly, SET can be expressed in terms of magnetic

field strength (H) as below [67].

SET ¼ −20 log
HI

HT
ð3Þ

Now, SEA , SER and SEMR can be calculated using Eqs.
4,5 and 6, respectively.

SEA ¼ −8:68d

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ωσμr
2

r

ð4Þ

SER ¼ −10 log
σ

16ωε0μr
ð5Þ

SEMR ¼ 20 log│ 1−10
−SEA
10

� �

│ ð6Þ

Here σ represents the total conductivity, ω corre-
sponds to angular frequency (ω = 2πf), μr refers to the
relative permeability of the shield material, d is the
thickness of the shield, ε0 represents the dielectric con-
stant in free space. Here, SEA is a function of (σμr) and
SER is a function of (σ/μr). Also, these theoretical equa-
tions imply that if the rest of the parameters are con-
stant, SEA increases with increasing frequency while SER
decreases with increasing frequency [46].
Apart from the theoretical expression shown in eq. 4,

5 and 6, the shielding effectiveness is experimentally cal-
culated using the scattering parameters (S11, S12, S21 and
S22) obtained from a two-port vector network analyzer
(VNA), as shown in eqs. 7, 8 and 9 [46, 66, 68].

SET ¼ 10log10
1

jS12j2
¼ 10log10

1

jS21j2
¼ 10log10

1
T

ð7Þ

SER ¼ 10 log10
1

1−│S11│
2� � ¼ 10 log10

1
1−Rð Þ ð8Þ

SEA ¼ 10 log10
1−│S11│

2� �

│S21│
2 ¼ 10 log10

1−Rð Þ
T

¼ SET−SER ð9Þ
where S11, S22 is associated with reflection and S12, S21

is associated with absorption. These S parameters can be
related to the coefficient of shielding mechanism as; R =
|S11|

2 = |S22|
2, T = |S12|

2 = |S21|
2and A = (1-R-T).

Some articles report SET value calculated using a sca-
lar network analyzer (SNA), which measures the ampli-
tude of electrical signals only, i.e., it is unable to
determine complex signals such as complex permittivity
(ε*) and complex permeability (μ*). But VNA is the pre-
ferred approach of SET measurement as it holds the abil-
ity to measure both the phase and magnitude of the
various signals [46].
Also, few works in the literature report the evaluation

of SET using a theoretical model shown in eqs. 10 and
11, which is primarily based on electrical conductivity.
Colaneri et al. have explained the details of the far-field
and near-field approximation of SET [65]. Eq. 10 is
derived for far-field (or plane wave) regime and with sev-
eral assumptions such as “good conductor approxima-
tion” where σ/ωε0 > > 0 and for frequency much lower
than ωc (the case of electrically thin shield, d < <δ. Here

δ is the skin depth and is expressed as δ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2
μ0ωσ

q

).

SET ¼ 20 log 1þ Z0σd
2

� �

ð10Þ

where Z0 is the impedance of free space (377 S− 1).
Equation 11 is similar to the previous equation, except

that it is for frequencies above ωc (sheet thickness
greater than skin depth d> > δ).

SET ¼ 10 log
σ

16ωε0

� �

þ 20
d
δ

loge ð11Þ

The first term in eq. 11 contributes to the shielding
due to the single reflections to the incident wave by the
sample’s front and back surfaces. The second term de-
notes the attenuation by absorption as the wave passes
through the sheet. At high frequencies (greater than
2ωc), second terms become dominant, and shielding in-
creases monotonically with frequency. The contribution
of the multiple reflections is ignored in this model. It is
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observed that this model gives reliable SET values for
low-frequency measurement but not so reliable for
higher frequency measurement where multiple reflec-
tions aren’t negligible [69].
Recently SSEt and specific SET gained popularity as a

parameter to assess the shielding performance, especially
in thin films and foams known for their low density [33,
70]. SSEt is defined as SET/(density×thickness), and it
has a unit of dBcm2g− 1. At other places, specific SET is
used, which has a unit of dBcm3g-1. Some authors fur-
ther modify SSEt to incorporate the shield’s mechanical
strength and introduce terms like (SSEt .strength) [70].
Table 1 shows the relationship between SET value and

the percentage of blocked/shielded power (PS). It is to be
noted that transmitted power is obtained by rearranging
eq. 1. As can be interpreted from Table 1, SET value of
− 10 dB implies that 90% of the incident EM wave being
blocked (or shielded) by the material, SET value of − 20
dB implies that 99% of the incident EM wave being
shielded by the material, and so on.

Reflection loss or reflection coefficient
For magnetic metallic materials with dielectric loss and
magnetic loss properties (ε and μ), shielding is preferably
defined in terms of reflection loss or reflection coeffi-
cient (RL or RC) calculated using eqs. 12 and 13 [71].
So, RL minimum means that the losses are mainly via
the absorption mechanism.

RL or RC ¼ 20 log
j Zin−Z0 j
j Zin þ Z0 j ð12Þ

Zin is the input characteristic impedance and is
expressed as:

Zin ¼ Z0

ffiffiffiffiffi

μr
εr

r

tanhf jð2π f d
c

Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

μrεr
p g ð13Þ

where εr refers to the relative permittivity of the shield
material, f is the frequency of incident EM wave, and c is
the velocity of light in vacuum.

PC for EMI shielding applications
PC-based composites
Sundararaj et al. [36] studied the effect of CNT align-
ment on the electrical and EMI shielding properties of
PC/CNT composite. Injection molding and compression

molding techniques were used for sample preparation. It
was found that the flow-induced alignment of CNTs
during injection molding led to higher resistivity than
compression-molded samples (random distribution).
Alignment diminishes the likelihood of CNTs inter-
connection, making tunneling a favorable electron trans-
fer mechanism (assuming the conducting fillers’ insula-
tive gaps to be less than 10 nm). EMI shielding samples
were prepared by diluting 15 wt% PC/CNT masterbatch
by melt mixing approach to obtain PC/CNT (5 wt%)
composite, which was further compression molded. SET
value of ~ − 24 dB was observed for a shield with a thick-
ness of 1.85 mm in the X-band. Absorption was found to
be the dominant mechanism, and the increase in SET
with CNT loading or thickness was attributed to the rise
in the source of free electrons and enhancement in the
3-D conductive network. Here it becomes necessary to
mention that conductive filler connectivity is essential
for conductivity but not very important for shielding.
There exist other mechanisms too that come into
play even in the absence of connectivity.
Mathur et al. [67] prepared CNT reinforced PC using

a micro twin-screw extruder with backchannel flow,
followed by injection molding technique to fabricate
composites. With 2 wt% CNT in the PC matrix, tensile
strength and flexural strength showed a value of 79.6
MPa and 110MPa, respectively, which corresponds to a
19.6% and 14.6% increase over the neat PC. It was found
that 10 wt% CNT in the PC matrix showed the dc elec-
trical conductivity and SET value of 1.3 × 10− 2 S/cm and
− 27.2 dB (in the Ku band), respectively. The percolation
threshold was observed below 2 wt% CNT, and absorp-
tion was the dominant shielding mechanism.
Mathur et al. [72] prepared PC/CNT composite using

solvent casting, followed by a compression molding
technique. With the increasing CNT amount, the poly-
mer’s failure mechanism showed a ductile to brittle tran-
sition under tensile loading. The percolation threshold
of 2–3 wt% CNT was observed. Further, it was observed
that the low-pressure compression molding technique
yielded a SET value of − 35 dB, and high pressure re-
sulted in the SET value of − 21 dB with CNT loading of
10 wt% and thickness ~ 2mm. This enhancement in
shielding can be attributed to the increased porosity and
low density of composite observed in reduced/low-pres-
sure molding. SET of a five-layered system (~ 2mm

Table 1 Relation between SET and the percentage of incident EM wave blocked by the shield material

SET value (in dB) − 10 −20 −30 −40 − 50 −60 −70

Transmitted power
PT ¼ PI

10ð
SET
−10Þ

10−1 PI 10−2 PI 10−3 PI 10−4 PI 10−5 PI 10−6 PI 10−7 PI

% Shielded power
%PS ¼ ðPI−PT Þ

PI
� 100

90% 99% 99.9% 99.99% 99.999% 99.9999% 99.99999%
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thick) of PC/CNT composite films at 20 wt% loadings
reached a value of − 43 dB in the X-band (8.2–12.4
GHz). Absorption was the primary shielding mechanism,
but the shielding performance increased at the cost of
decreased strength.
Khatua et al. [73] developed a feasible method that in-

volved solution blending of PC and CNT in commercial
PC beads, as shown in Fig. 6A. CNT was selectively lo-
calized in the solvent-dried continuous PC component.
The PC beads in the matrix component act as the ex-
cluded volume where CNTs failed to penetrate. There-
fore, the effective concentration of CNT in the solution
blended (solvent dried) PC region increased (shown in

Fig. 6B). This leads to an increase in the composites’
electrical conductivity, and the percolation threshold
was found to be as low as 0.021 wt%. This can be attrib-
uted to the conductive interconnected network of CNTs
and the strong π-π interaction between the phenyl ring
of PC and electron-rich CNTs. The authors also ob-
served that dc conductivity increases with the molding
pressure due to the decrease in the gap between adjacent
nanofillers as polymers are comparatively more com-
pressible than nanofillers. PC/CNT composites were
found to be semiconducting as they showed an increase
in dc conductivity with increasing temperature. EMI
shielding performance study showed the SET value of −

Fig. 6 (A) Schematic for solution blending of PC and CNT (here labeled as MWCNT) in the presence of PC beads; (B) (a) Optical micrograph, (b and c)
scanning electron micrographs at two different magnifications, and (d) high resolution transmission electron micrograph of PC/CNT composites with
70wt% PC bead and 0.10 wt% CNT loading. Reprinted with permission from Khatua et al. [73], copyright 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry
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23.1 dB at low CNT loading (2 wt%) in the presence of
70 wt% PC bead for 5.6 mm thick sample in the fre-
quency range 8.2–12.4 GHz.
In the research work by Odegard et al. [74], they stud-

ied the effects and interactions of three different carbon-
based fillers [carbon black (CB), CNT, and graphene
nanoplatelets (GNP)] on SET. Through statistical study
via factorial design, they developed equations to relate
SET to the weight fraction of fillers, as shown in Table 2.
The samples of 3.5 mm thickness were prepared by in-
corporating a maximum of 10 wt% CB, 8 wt% CNT, and
15 wt% GNP in PC. Above these levels, the composite
melt viscosity was too high to allow the material to be
extruded and injection molded. Most PC/CB, PC/CNT,
and PC/GNP composites showed absorption-based
shielding, but the reflected power was more than the
absorbed power at a high filler concentration. The high-
est aspect ratio filler (CNT) showed maximum shielding
efficiency, which can be attributed to the sample’s lower
electrical resistivity. Highly branched CB and high aspect
ratio CNT showed maximum shielding (> 20 dB) and
can be used for commercial applications (in the fre-
quency range of 300MHz to 1.5 GHz). PC/CB/GNP
composite showed a statistically significant interaction
term that signifies that CB-GNP’s combined effect
showed a higher SET than what would be expected from
the additive effect of every single filler. The authors also
mention that in another work on PC/CB composites
with the same set of conditions but different PC, they re-
ported a shielding value of ca.-22 dB.
In another work by Khatua et al. [75], they studied

PC/GNP/CNT hybrid composite prepared by melt mix-
ing PC with GNP and CNT (weight ratio of GNP:
CNT = 3:2) at 330 °C, which is higher than the usual pro-
cessing temperature (260–280 °C). The extruded samples
were compression molded at 280 °C to prepare a speci-
men with a thickness of 5.6 mm, and shielding perform-
ance was measured in the frequency range of 8.2–12.4

GHz. Above the usual processing temperature, PC’s melt
viscosity is low, leading to nanofillers’ homogeneous dis-
persion (GNP/CNT). SET value as high as ca. -21.6 dB
was achieved at 4 wt% filler loading of (GNP/CNT) in-
stead of − 8.3 dB observed for composite prepared at
280 °C. Additionally, PC/GNP/CNT hybrid composite
(prepared at 330 °C) exhibited a percolation threshold as
low as 0.072 wt%. In contrast, PC/CNT or PC/GNP
composites show insulating behavior up to 1.5 wt% load-
ings of CNT or GNP. It can be concluded that the low
melt viscosity of PC obtained at high processing
temperature results in a strong interconnected 3D
conductive network of nanofillers, leading to enhanced
electrical conductivity and shielding performance. They
also observed that the dc electrical conductivity of com-
posites increased with pressure and temperature, con-
firming the PC composite’s semiconducting behavior.
The authors claim the presence of π-π interaction be-
tween the electron-rich phenyl ring of PC with GNP and
CNT. Also, the PC composites’ storage modulus showed
an increasing trend with an increase in fillers’ concentra-
tion due to the formation of an interconnected physical
bond between the PC and fillers, which helps restrict the
chain mobility of the PC.
Jasiuk et al. [76] varied the content of three different

carbon filler types (CB, CNT, GNP) in the PC matrix
and studied the EMI shielding properties in the fre-
quency range of 8.5–12 GHz. The SET value at 8.5 GHz
for PC/CNT (4 wt%), PC/CB (6 wt%), and PC/GNP (12
wt%) were found to be approx. -14 dB, − 13 dB and − 7
dB, respectively, which was in the same trend as that ob-
served by Odegard et al. [74]. It was found that SET and
electrical conductivity increase with an increase in CNT
content but both these parameter shows negligible fre-
quency dependence. Absorption was found to increase
with CNT concentration and shielding material thick-
ness. However, Odegard et al. [74] reported reflected
power to be more than the absorbed power at high

Table 2 Comparative study of shielding performance of single filler and a combination of fillers in the PC matrix

Sample
details

SET at 800MHz (in dB) Percolation
threshold

Comments

PC/CB − 18.9 (at 10 wt% CB)
− 13.3 (at 8 wt% CB)

~ 2.3 vol% or
3.5 wt%

High SET due to presence of highly branched CB

PC/CNT −18.4 (at 8 wt% CNT) ~ 0.8 vol% or
1.2 wt%

High SET due to the high aspect ratio of CNT

PC/GNP − 6.3 (at 15 wt% GNP) ~ 4 vol% or 7
wt%

Low SET due to the low aspect ratio of platelet structure

PC/CB/
CNT

−21.4 (at 5 wt% CB and
5 wt% CNT)

SET (dB) = − 0.947 + 0.2289 w2
CB + 3.0557 w2

CNT ; R
2 = 0.99 and wCB, wCNT are weight

percentages of CB and CNT, respectively.

PC/CB/
GNP

~ − 9.2 (at 5 wt% CB and
5 wt% GNP)

SET (dB) = − 0.4492 wCB + 0.3153 w2
CB + 0.02849 w2

GNP + 0.11051 wCBwGNP; R
2 = 1 and wCB,

wGNP are weight percentages of CB and GNP, respectively.

PC/CNT/
GNP

~ − 15.5 (at 5 wt% CNT
and 5 wt% GNP)

SET (dB) = 0.56627 w2
CNT + 0.04642 w2

GNP ; R
2 = 1 and wCNT, wGNP are weight percentages of

CNT and GNP, respectively.
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loading. From work done by Jaisuk et al. [76] and Ode-
gard et al. [74], it is evident that dispersion, distribution,
aggregations, and orientation of fillers might also signifi-
cantly influence the shielding mechanism. However, the
PC/GNP composite showed a peculiar behavior in some
frequency range, and the SET was found to be lower
even though the weight fraction of filler was higher. It is
to be noted that though increasing the filler concentra-
tion increases the electrical conductivity and relative
permittivity, it may or may not lead to an increase in
SET. The authors theoretically explained this behavior,
and it was concluded that the maximum SET was ob-
tained when (σ/ωεr) was maximized. Moreover, a thicker
specimen results in more power dissipation within the
composite, resulting in a higher SEA. Also, the effect of
increasing thickness is more dominant in the case of
higher filler concentration.
Bose et al. [77] prepared PC nanocomposites contain-

ing CNTs and “brick-like” ferromagnetic and crystalline
Fe3O4 nanoparticles encapsulated with amorphous car-
bon (Fe3O4@C), using a combination of solution mixing
and melt mixing approach. Fe3O4@C core/shell nano-
particles (20–80 nm size; approximately 25 wt% C) with
saturation magnetization ~ 27.1 emu/g were synthesized,
as opposed to commercial Fe3O4 nanoparticles (100–
150 nm size) with a saturation magnetization of 73 emu/
g used for control experiments. The percolation thresh-
old of CNTs was observed to be 1 wt%. At 18 GHz fre-
quency, PC/3 wt% CNT, PC/3 wt% CNT/10 wt% Fe3O4

and PC/3 wt% CNT/10 wt% Fe3O4@C showed SET value
of approximately − 17 dB, − 19.5 dB and − 22.8 dB re-
spectively. The minimum RL value of PC/ 3 wt% CNT,
PC/ 3 wt% CNT/ 10 wt% Fe3O4 and PC/3 wt% CNT/10
wt% Fe3O4@C was found to be − 32.1 dB (@11.2 GHz, 2
mm thick), − 21.8 dB (@6.1 GHz, 3 mm thick) and − 41.3
dB (@17.7 GHz,1 mm) respectively. It was noted that an
appropriate shield thickness for specific applications de-
pends on the working frequency as the RL minima shifts
toward higher frequencies with decreasing shield thick-
ness. The electrical conductivity, the dielectric, and the
magnetic losses were the major contributing factors to-
wards microwave attenuation through absorption. The
real part of permittivity (ε’) and the imaginary part of
permittivity (ε”) was maximum for PC/3 wt% CNT/10
wt% Fe3O4@C in most of the frequency range (2–18
GHz). But the real part of permeability (μ’) and the
imaginary part of permeability (μ”) showed only mar-
ginal improvement (with variations) in the entire fre-
quency range.
Javadi et al. [78] prepared PC/CNT composites con-

taining 0.5–3 wt% of CNTs via two different processing
techniques, namely melt mixing (250 °C, 100 rpm, 10
min) and solution mixing; which was then followed by
compression molding (265 °C, 50 bar for 1 min) to get

specimens for EMI shielding measurements. EMI shield-
ing measurement was performed by a scalar network
analyzer, unlike the vector network analyzer used in
most cases. Solution mixing gave a better dispersion and
distribution of CNTs in the PC matrix, which can be at-
tributed to enhanced erosion of CNTs in the solution-
mixed samples, caused by sonication and low viscosity
of the solution-mixed system, which facilitates the appli-
cation of shear forces to CNT clusters. Contrary to this,
the melt mixed system’s high viscosity doesn’t allow the
applied forces to be transferred to the CNT agglomer-
ates very well, so the number of entangled CNTs is gen-
erally higher than the solution mixed system. Increasing
the time and the applied force in either method, CNTs
will be damaged and shortened, so an optimum condi-
tion was chosen. Melt-mixed samples showed a more
profound effect on the shortening of CNTs lengths with
applied shear. The electrical percolation threshold for
solution mixed and melt mixed samples was 0.74 and
0.84 wt%, respectively. The difference between the two
percolation thresholds for the processes is low, probably
because compression molding could have affected the
dispersion of CNTs. The SET is found to increase with
the CNT content due to the increase in free electrons in
the material that can interact with incoming EM waves.
The SET for melt mixed samples and solution mixed
samples were observed to be − 14 dB and − 16.4 dB at a
CNT loading of 3 wt% (@11 GHz, 1 mm thick), with ab-
sorption being the primary mechanism of shielding in
both cases. Absorption is found to be more dependent
on the thickness of specimens, regardless of the process-
ing technique; and the state of dispersion is not that im-
portant in samples with high CNT content, but the
effect is more profound at lower CNT concentration.
PC/ 2 wt% CNT prepared by melt mixed approach
showed the SET value of − 19.6 dB (@ 11 GHz) at a
shield thickness of 3.5 mm, which was quite near the
commercial requirement of − 20 dB.
Kim et al. [79] incorporated acid-treated CNT (a-CNT)

and acid-treated carbon fiber (a-CF) in the PC matrix
using a MiniMAX molder, followed by compression
molding. The electrical conductivity and the SET followed
the same trend i.e., highest for PC/a-CF (10 phr)/a-CNT
(0.5 phr), followed by PC/a-CF (10 phr) /CNT (0.5 phr)
and then PC/a-CF (10.5 phr) as shown in Fig. 7B and C.
This was primarily because a-CNT showed good disper-
sion on the surface of a-CF. The amount of a-CNT grafted
on the surface of a-CF appeared to be greater than that of
CNT on the surface of a-CF (shown in Fig. 7A) due to the
expected H-bonding between the carboxyl group on CF
and carboxyl group on CNT. The percolation threshold of
CNTs was found to be 0.5 wt%. The SET value of PC/a-
CF/a-CNT composite was − 26 dB (@ 10.0 GHz, 2mm
thick), which was 91.2% higher than PC/a-CF composite
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at the same amount of total filler content. This can be at-
tributed to the good electrical pathways, high relative
permittivity, and dielectric loss factor in the PC/a-CF/
a-CNT composite. Shielding due to absorption

(primarily dielectric loss) was dominant, and SEA in-
creased with frequency because the composite’s skin
depth decreases with an increase in frequency. The
relative permittivity, tanδε, tensile strength, tensile

Fig. 7 (A) Scanning electron micrograph of (a) a-CF only, (b) a-CF/CNT, and (c) a-CF/a-CNT; (B) Shielding effectiveness of PC/a-CF, PC/a-CF/CNT,
and PC/a-CF/a-CNT composites: (a) SET, (b) SEA, and (c) SER; (C) Electrical conductivity of (I) PC/a-CF composite, (II) PC/a-CF/CNT composite, and
(III) PC/a-CF/a-CNT composite. Reprinted with permission from Kim et al. [79], copyright 2018 Wiley
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modulus, complex viscosity, storage, and loss modulus
all followed the same trend i.e., the highest value for
PC/a-CF/a-CNT and lowest for PC/a-CF.
Goyal et al. [35] prepared PC/GNP nanocomposites by

solution mixing in combination with the hot compaction
method and studied GNP’s effect on electrical and EMI
shielding properties in X-band. A low percolation
threshold of 0.5 vol% fraction GNP was achieved. The
authors mention that the existing literature claims that
the electrical conductivity of 1.0 S/m is necessary to
achieve the SET of − 20 dB required for commercial
applications. However, they obtained a SET value of ap-
proximately − 35 dB (@1mm thick) for PC/GNP (6 wt%)
with an electrical conductivity of about 0.413 S/m. From
this result, one can infer that electrical conductivity is
not the only factor determining the SET. Absorption was
found to be the dominant shielding mechanism, as
shown in Fig. 8A. Further increase in sample thickness
to 2 mm, resulted in a SET value of − 47 dB (@8.2 GHz),
as shown in Fig. 8B.
Bose et al. [80] fabricated PC-based nanocomposites

with doped rGO and CNTs as nanofillers using melt mix-
ing, followed by a compression molding technique. They
explored two different dopants i.e., ferrimagnetic (Fe3O4)
and paramagnetic (Gd2O3), and studied the shielding per-
formance and underlying mechanism in X- and Ku-band.
The percolation threshold of CNTs was found to be lower
than 0.5 wt%. Atomic wt% of Gd was less than Fe, and GO
reduction was slightly more in rGO-Fe3O4 than rGO-
Gd2O3. It was observed that PC/3 wt% CNT, PC/ 3 wt%
CNT/ 5 wt% rGO-Fe3O4 and PC/ 3 wt% CNT/ 5 wt%
rGO-Gd2O3 resulted in the SET value of − 23, − 28 and −
33 dB respectively for 5mm thickness and at 18 GHz fre-
quency as shown in Fig. 9B. Absorption was determined
to be the dominant shielding mechanism in all the

composites (as shown in Fig. 9C), with magnetic losses be-
ing the primary mechanism in the rGO-Fe3O4-based
nanocomposite and dielectric losses being primary in
rGO-Gd2O3- based nanocomposite.
Li et al. [81] designed a reflection-absorption compart-

ment unit with a lossy core made up of rGO-Fe3O4

(RGF) dispersed in PC and a conductive shell made up
of CNTs wrapped onto the microspheres, as shown in
Fig. 10A. CNT-wrapped microspheres of uniform size
with an average diameter of 237.9 μm were then consoli-
dated at 260 °C and 100MPa to obtain a honeycomb-
like architecture of CNT/RGF/PC with distinct conduct-
ive pathways formed by cementing the CNT walls be-
tween neighboring shielding compartments as shown in
Fig. 10B. The average size of Fe3O4 was around 10 nm,
and the mass fraction of Fe3O4 anchored on rGO was
about 80 wt% (saturation magnetization of RGF ~ 50.7
emu/g). SET value of − 43.5 dB with a SEA/ SET ratio of
~ 90% was acquired for the composite constructed using
4 wt% CNT/5 wt% RGF compartments in X-band for 2
mm thick sample. This SET value is about 22.5% higher
than that of randomly dispersed filler (− 35.5 dB). It is
worth noting that the SET value of CNT/PC compart-
ment based-composites is inferior to that of CNT/RGF/
PC compartment-based composites when adding the
same CNT content; e.g., for 4 wt% CNT, the SET value is
10.3 dB higher in CNT/RGF/PC compartment-based
composite. The electrical conductivity shows no
significant difference in CNT/ PC and CNT/RGF/PC
compartment-based composites because they have the
same conductive network; however electrical conductiv-
ity for random dispersion of fillers was significantly
lower than the compartment model. The shielding
mechanism is shown in Fig. 10C. The outer CNT walls
served as reflectors to generate multiple reflections.

Fig. 8 (A) SET, SEA and SER (at 8.2 GHz) as a function of GNP content; (B) Effect of variation of sample thicknesses of the nanocomposites on SET
(at 8.2 GHz). PCX indicates X wt% (i.e., 0 to 6 wt%) GNP in the PC matrix. Reprinted with permission from Goyal et al. [35], copyright 2018 Elsevier
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However, the permittivity and permeability study of RGF
hybrids showed that both dielectric and magnetic loss
made the inner core absorbers.

PC-based blend composites
PC-based blends serve as an excellent approach to tune
in the structural properties to suit specific applications.
For example, PC/ABS copolymer is commercially used
for mobile phone housing and is specialized for high-
impact and low-temperature applications. With the
addition of fillers, it can be used for application in car
audio chassis. ABS is also blended with PC to improve
flow and chemical resistance [7]. PC composite tough-
ness is often increased by blending it with another
thermoplastic as polyester (polyethylene terephthalate,
polybutylene terephthalate (PBT), etc.). Blending is fa-
vorable as polyesters and PC are partially miscible. Cyc-
lic butylene terephthalate (CBT) is also known to
enhance toughness, impact resistance and melt recyc-
lability. Polycarbonate/poly (lactic acid) (or PC/ PLA)
blends have gained attention owing to their application
in the electronic industry [82]. PLA being a biodegrad-
able polymer, find several applications in biomedical
areas.

Choi et al. [83] researched PC/ABS-based composite
mixed with glass fibers (GF) and metal fibers (MF). GFs
are less expensive fillers and are used to improve the
polymer composites’ mechanical strength and stiffness.
At the same time, MFs are known to balance the com-
posites’ thermal conductivity, mechanical and electrical
properties. GFs have key elements as ‘Si’ and ‘Al’, while
MFs are comprised of stainless steel (mainly Cr and Fe).
Fillers were incorporated in the blend matrix using an
injection molding technique. It was observed that MFs
show poor interfacial adhesion compared to GFs in PC/
ABS blends due to poor wetting onto the metal fibers.
GFs were coated by a coupling agent, amino-silane,
which helped enhance the adhesion of GFs in PC/ABS,
thus promoting mechanical stability. SET value of − 40
dB is considered optimum for car audio applications.
With a shield thickness of 2 mm, PC/ABS blend with 7
wt% GFs and 3 wt% MFs achieved shielding of − 40 dB
at 1 Hz frequency. Moreover, the car audio chassis’
weight was approximately 49% of the weight of the chas-
sis made from conventional stainless steel.
Ramakrishnan et al. [84] prepared nanostructured

polyaniline-polyhydroxy iron-clay (PPIC) composite,
comprised of exfoliated/intercalated nanoclay layers with

Fig. 9 (A) Transmission electron micrographs of (a) rGO-Fe3O4 and (b) rGO-Gd2O3; (B) SET vs. frequency; (C) % Absorption and reflection at 18
GHz. Adapted with permission from Bose et al. [80], copyright 2019 American Chemical Society
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Fig. 10 (See legend on next page.)
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high aspect ratio, dispersed in nanomagnets encapsu-
lated polyaniline (PANI). Thereafter, solution blending
technique was used to mix PPIC in the PC matrix at dif-
ferent proportions to obtain an electrically conducting
blend designated as PPPC. It is known that conducting
polymers such as PANI and polypyrrole (PPy) exhibit a
low percolation threshold due to the hydrogen bonding
interaction between the two polymers (shown in
Fig. 11A). It is observed that with the increasing content
of PPIC, an interconnected conductive network is
formed (shown in Fig. 11B), thus enhancing the shield-
ing performance. At 8 GHz frequency, the conductive
PPPC films showed the SET values of − 24 dB (5 wt%), −
42 dB (10 wt%), − 50 dB (15 wt%), and − 52 dB (30 wt%)
for the film thickness of 2 mm. The mechanism of
shielding is attributed to the absorption losses due to the
magnetic and electric dipoles. Further, the author claims
that reflection and multiple reflections add to shielding
owing to magnetic polyhydroxy iron species and the
presence of porous multilayered clay.
Abad et al. [69] did melt mixing with commercial mas-

terbatch to obtain PC/CNT composite (2 and 5 wt%
CNT). The authors claim that PC’s viscosity affects the
electrical percolation threshold, and they found the elec-
trical percolation threshold to be around 1 wt% CNT.
However, the adequate electrical conductivity value for
shielding applications is obtained at a higher concentra-
tion of CNTs. But too high concentration makes the

processing as well as mechanical property decline. It is
known that PC undergoes a tough-to-brittle transition in
between 2 and 4 wt% of CNT. In their work, they have
added a low viscosity CBT (5 wt%) and used different
molding techniques (injection molding-thermal annealing
and compression molding) to figure out the impact of
processing on the mechanical and electrical behavior of
composites. Dynamic moduli and viscosity increase with
the increase in CNT content in the PC matrix. However,
CBT acts as an external lubricant (aiding processability)
without changing nanocomposites’ melt viscosity. They
used the classical electromagnetic theory mentioned in eq.
11 to obtain the SET value from the electrical conductivity
values. SET value of around − 40 dB was obtained for
nanocomposites with 5 wt% of CNT in the frequency
range of 500–3000MHz for a specimen thickness of 4
mm. SET value for PC/ 5 wt% CBT/ 5 wt% CNT (com-
pression molded) was slightly lower than PC/5 wt% CNT
but PC/ 5 wt% CBT/ 5 wt% CNT (injection-molded and
annealed) was calculated to be the lowest. This is because
CNTs are highly oriented in injection molding, leading to
interruption of the tube–tube contacts (good dispersion),
resulting in a decline in conductivity. Moreover, at high
shear rates, as in injection molding, nanotube shortening
can occur. The annealing treatment brings only slight
changes in PC/CNT composites’ conductivity value be-
cause CNT mobility during the thermal treatment is inad-
equate to improve the network structure. Compression

(See figure on previous page.)
Fig. 10 (A) Schematic for (a) synthesis of RGF, (b) preparation of reflection-absorption-integrated shielding compartments, and (c) CNT/RGF/PC composites; (B)
(a) Scanning electron micrograph of CNT/RGF/PC composite, (b) and (c) are the higher magnification micrographs of (a), (d) energy dispersive X-ray elemental
mapping of Fe and (e, f) transmission electron micrograph of CNT/RGF/PC composite. The inset cartoons show the composite’s observing area; (C) Shielding
mechanism of the reflection-absorption-integrated shielding compartment. Adapted with permission from Li et al. [81], copyright 2020 Elsevier

Fig. 11 (A) Hydrogen bonding between PC and PPIC; (B) Polarized light micrographs of (a) 5% PPIC, (b) 10% PPIC, and (c) 15% PPIC blends
showing the percolated network formation. Adapted with permission from Ramakrishnan et al. [84], copyright 2012 Wiley
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molding introduces low shear, and the melt doesn’t suffer
orientation in a preferential direction, leading to more
tube–tube contacts (agglomerates of CNTs). The addition
of CBT enhances the electrical behavior of composites
similarly for both processing techniques.
Bose et al. [57] synthesized NH2 terminated CNTs

using two different synthesis protocols and further melt
blended 1 wt% of these modified CNTs individually with
polycarbonate/ poly (styrene-co-acrylonitrile) (PC/ SAN-
50/50, w/w). The extruded strands were further com-
pression molded. In the first method of CNT covalent
modification, ethylenediamine (EDA) was grafted onto
CNTs by diazonium reaction of the para-substituted
benzene ring of CNT (labeled as MWNT-II). In the sec-
ond method, carboxyl functionalized CNTs were reacted
with thionyl chloride to give EDA grafted CNTs (labeled
as MWNT-III). For the control experiment, the authors
used commercially available NH2 terminated CNTs that
were smaller in length than CNTs used for chemical
modification (labeled as MWNT-I). NH2 functionaliza-
tion was to trap CNTs in the PC component through
melt interfacial reaction between amine functional
groups on the surface of CNTs with ester groups of PC,
thus promoting double percolation in the blend. It is to
be noted that in the non-covalent functionalization of
CNTs, the π-electron cloud of CNT promotes the ad-
sorption of various moieties and maintains the integrity
of CNTs. In contrast, the covalent functionalization re-
sults in more defects in CNTs, thus deteriorating the
electrical conductivity. The percentage concentration of
N in MWNT-I, MWNT-II, and MWNT-III was found
to be 0.66, 3.01 and 22, respectively. Figure 12A shows
the schematic illustration of the effect of the

concentration of NH2 terminal groups on the chain scis-
sion of PC. Chain scission of PC was observed in the
case of MWNT-III, which is caused by the specific inter-
actions between EDA and PC, resulting in smaller PC
grafts on the surface of CNTs due to higher content of
NH2 terminal groups, which further lead to an insulating
coating. The chain scission of PC decreased its viscosity,
resulting in good dispersion of CNTs in the PC compo-
nent, reducing the nanotube–nanotube contact, thus re-
ducing the electrical conductivity (shown in Fig. 12B).
PC/SAN with MWNT-II shows seven orders of increase
in bulk electrical conductivity than neat blends. This can
be due to the high aspect ratio and selective localization
of MWNT-II. PC/SAN with MWNT-I, MWNT-II, and
MWNT-III exhibit SET of − 8.4 dB, − 14 dB and − 3 dB
in the frequency range of 8–18 GHz (shown in Fig. 12C).
In another work by Bose and coauthors [85], they

studied the effect of incorporating CNTs, physical mix-
ture of CNTs and dopamine anchored-Fe3O4, and CNT-
grafted Fe3O4 on the EMI shielding properties of PC and
PC/SAN (60/40 and 50/50) blends. The authors adopted
a two-step mixing protocol, wherein the nanoparticles
were solution blended with PC, dried, and then melt
mixed with SAN with an aim to selectively localize
nanoparticles in a given component of blend and pro-
mote double percolation. Both CNTs and modified
CNTs resulted in high electrical conductivity when se-
lectively localized in the PC component of the PC/SAN
blend compared to only PC composites. PC/SAN com-
posites (with 3 wt% CNT-grafted Fe3O4) showed a SET
value of − 32.5 dB and − 30 dB for the blend composition
60/40 and 50/50, respectively. The detailed shielding
value and percentage absorption analysis are shown in

Fig. 12 (A) Schematic illustration of the effect of concentration of NH2 terminal groups on the chain scission of PC (a) MWNT-I, (b) MWNT-II and
(c) MWNT-III; (B) AC conductivity as a function of frequency for PC/SAN (50/50) blends with different MWNTs; (C) SET for PC/SAN (50/50) blends
with different types of MWNTs. Reprinted with permission from Bose et al. [57], copyright 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry
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Table 3. It is observed that the double percolation of
CNT has also impacted the SET values wherein the
blend shows − 31 dB (for 60/40 blend with 3 wt% CNT)
compared to PC composites (− 23 dB for 3 wt% CNT in
PC). It is also observed that reflection dominated shield-
ing in the blends with only CNTs, whereas absorption
dominated in the case of blends with CNT-grafted
Fe3O4. This can be attributed to the higher complex
permeability in CNT-grafted Fe3O4-based samples, as
compared to blends with only CNTs and physical mix-
ture of nanofillers.
Kim et al. [86] investigated PC/ABS (80/20)/CNT

composite with poly (styrene-co-acrylonitrile)-g-maleic
anhydride (or SAN-g-MAH) as a compatibilizer, pre-
pared by melt mixing technique. The SAN-g-MAH was
kept constant at 5 phr in the PC/ABS blend and PC/
ABS/CNT composite. It was found that the droplet size
of the ABS decreased with the addition of SAN-g-MAH,
which proved to be an effective compatibilizer for the
PC/ABS (80/20) blend, as shown in Fig. 13A and B. It is
worth noting that Maleic anhydride (MAH) contains a
carbonyl group that makes it highly polar and interacts
with the polar ester group in PC. On the other hand,
ABS has the SAN group, and Van der Waals forces exist
between the ABS and SAN-g-MAH. The interfacial ten-
sion between PC and ABS decreases with the addition of
the SAN-g-MAH in the PC/ABS blend. Also, CNTs
preferably localized in the ABS component (dispersed
phase) compared to the PC component (continuous
phase) due to the low interfacial tension of the ABS/
CNT composite compared to PC/CNT composite as
shown in Fig. 13A and C. It is to be noted that PC/ABS
(80/20) show sea-island morphology. PC/ABS/CNT
composite with compatibilizer showed higher electrical
conductivities than those without the compatibilizer due
to the conductive pathways, which are more easily
formed with a decreased domain size, resulting in more
evenly dispersed CNTs. SET of the PC/ABS/CNT (3 phr
CNT, 2mm thick) composite with compatibilizer ranged
from − 5.4 to − 8.4 dB, and the composite without the
compatibilizer ranged from − 2.5 to − 4.2 dB in the fre-
quency range of 0.1 to 1.5 GHz (shown in Fig. 13D).

Further, PC/ABS/CNT composite with the SAN-g-MAH
showed higher complex viscosity, especially at lower fre-
quencies than that of the composite without SAN-g-
MAH, which is possibly caused by the increase in CNT
dispersion with compatibilization.
Rai et al. [87] opted for electroless plating of Ni coating

on PC/ABS and polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) particles and
then used a twin-screw extruder to melt-mix Ni- PC/ABS
(45 wt%) with carbon fibers (15 wt%) and graphite flakes
(40 wt%). Similarly, PPS composites were prepared with
Ni-PPS (45 wt%), carbon fibers (15 wt%) and graphite
flakes (40 wt%). The electrical conductivity of Ni-coated
PPS was found to be higher than that of Ni-coated PC/
ABS. The results further confirmed that Ni, carbon fiber
and graphite increased SET, electrical conductivity, and
the composite’s mechanical properties. Ni-PPS composites
resulted in a higher SET of the order − 67 dB at 2000MHz
and − 87 dB at 4000MHz compared to Ni-PC/ABS com-
posites, which resulted in a SET of the order − 57 dB at
2000MHz and − 79 dB at 4000MHz.
Bose et al. [88] developed polymeric blend-based-

nanocomposites using PC/SAN containing cobalt nano-
particles dispersed onto reduced graphene oxide (rGO)
sheets and CNTs. The nanoparticles were solution mixed
with PC and further diluted with SAN in a melt extruder
to yield a blend of PC/SAN (70/30 w/w). PC component
was made electrically conducting by selectively localizing
the CNTs into it. The blends with both rGO-Co and
CNTs as filler show the SET value of − 34 dB at 18 GHz,
which is higher than blends with only CNTs or only
CNT-Co or only rGO-Co. Moreover, it was observed that
the shielding is 63% via absorption for the blend with both
rGO-Co and CNTs. It is to be noted that the concentra-
tion of CNT was 3 wt%, Co was found to be 9.6 wt%, and
GO was found to be 2.4 wt%. The mechanism of shielding
in both X (8–12 GHz) and Ku-band (12–18 GHz) frequen-
cies were attributed to dielectric losses (space charge
polarization, dipolar polarization) and magnetic losses
(natural resonance effect, eddy current losses) due to the
presence of various fillers.
The effect of lactic acid-grafted multi-walled carbon

nanotube (LA-g-CNT) on electrical and EMI shielding

Table 3 SET and % absorption for PC and PC/SAN composites

Sample details SET at 18 GHz (in dB) % Absorption at 18 GHz

3 wt% CNT in PC −23 –

3 wt% CNT-grafted Fe3O4 in PC −28 –

3 wt% CNT in PC/SAN (60/40) −31 38

3 wt% CNT and 3 vol% dopamine anchored-Fe3O4 in PC/SAN (60/40) −31 65

3 wt% CNT-grafted Fe3O4 in PC/SAN (60/40) −32.5 70

3 wt% CNT in PC/SAN (50/50) ~ − 26 30

3 wt% CNT-grafted Fe3O4 in PC/SAN (50/50) − 30 51
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Fig. 13 (A) Schematic of PC/ABS with CNT (here labeled as MWCNT) as filler: (a) without compatibilizer, (b) with compatibilizer; (B) Transmission electron
micrographs of (a) PC/ABS (80/20) blend, (b) PC/ABS (80/20) blend with compatibilizer (SAN-g-MAH, 5 phr); (C) Transmission electron micrographs of PC/ABS
(80/20)/CNT (3 phr) composites: (a) without compatibilizer, (b) with compatibilizer (SAN-g-MAH, 5 phr); (D) SET of the PC/ABS(80/20)/CNT (3 phr) composites
with frequency: without compatibilizer and with compatibilizer (SAN-g-MAH, 5 phr). Reprinted with permission from Kim et al. [86], copyright 2014 Springer
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performance of PC/PLA (70/30) blend was studied by
Kim et al. [82]. The aim was to enhance the dispersion
of CNTs by their chemical modification. It was ex-
pected that LA-g-CNT would act as a compatibilizer
between the conductive filler and polymers. PC/PLA/
LA-g-CNT composites were prepared using melt extru-
sion. It showed higher complex viscosity, electrical con-
ductivity, and electromagnetic interference shielding
effectiveness compared to PC/PLA/CNT composite.
The increased dispersion of the LA-g-CNT in the PC/
PLA blend is due to the enhancement in CNT-CNT
contacts. Since the interfacial tension of the PLA/ CNT
composite was lower than that of the PC/CNT compos-
ite, CNTs localize in the PLA component. SET of PC/
PLA/LA-g-CNT composite ranged from 3.8 × 10− 3 to
1.3 × 101 dB as the filler concentration varied from 0.1
to 5 phr, and it was calculated using eq. 10 (sample
thickness of 0.2 mm).

Bose et al. [89] designed a co-continuous PC/PVDF
(40/60 w/w) blend using melt mixing technique, wherein
polyaniline (PANI) modified CNT with Fe3O4 (3 wt%)
were selectively restricted in PVDF, and the barium ti-
tanate (BT) nanoparticles were surface modified to
localize in PC via nucleophilic substitution reaction. This
approach resulted in an RL value of − 71 dB at 12.9 GHz
frequency. It was observed that in-situ PANI modified
CNTs facilitate better charge transport efficiency and
absorption-based shielding in the blend compared to the
neat CNT-based blend. Further, the synergistic effect of
the high relative permittivity (from BT and PANI–
CNT–Fe3O4), high relative permeability (PANI–CNT–
Fe3O4), and high conductivity in the blend system
manifested in 90% of the EM waves being blocked via
absorption. SET value of − 37 dB was achieved for 5 mm
thick sample at 18 GHz frequency which can be attrib-
uted to a high total loss tangent (tanδμ + tanδε). It is to

Fig. 14 (A) Schematic of the various sample configurations obtained by nanoparticle surface treatment and/or interfacial interaction; (B) SET, %
absorption and σDC (obtained from dc plateau of bulk conductivity measurement) of the samples shown in the schematic representation in (A).
Adapted with permission from Bose et al. [90], copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry
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be noted that blends with neat CNTs (3 wt%) yielded a
SET value of − 22 dB, PANI-CNT (3 wt%) resulted in a
SET value of − 26 dB, and PANI-CNT-Fe3O4 (3 wt%)
yielded a SET value of − 32 dB for 5 mm thick sample at
18 GHz frequency.
In another work by Bose et al. [90], they employed

a unique strategy to tune the dispersion and arrange-
ment of nanostructured material in the 50/50 (w/w)
co-continuous blend of PC and PVDF by surface
modification of nanoparticle and/or by facilitating the
interfacial interaction. As demonstrated in Fig. 14A,
several shield design configurations were attempted
using melt mixing followed by a compression molding
technique. Figure 14B shows the corresponding table
of SET, % absorption, and dc conductivity value of
each of these configurations. The highest SET of − 40
dB (RL = − 67 dB @ 17 GHz) was obtained for a sam-
ple with 3 wt% perylenediimide modified multiwalled
carbon nanotubes (PDI-MWNT) in PVDF component
along with nickel ferrite (NF) in PC component.
Whereas SET of − 35 dB was obtained for a sample
with 3 wt% PDI-MWNT in PVDF with barium titan-
ate (BT) in the PC component. It is to be noted that
BT shows dielectric properties, and NF shows mag-
netic behavior, thus contributing to the loss mechan-
ism. Thus, the compartmentalized approach to
localize conductive (MWNT) and lossy nanoparticles
(BT/NF) in different components of a co-continuous

blend proved to be a superior technique compared to
a random mix of nanoparticles.
Further, Bose et al. [91] extended the research work by

adding a mutually soluble homopolymer (here PMMA)
as a third component to the binary blend of PC/PVDF
(60/40). This led to an improved stress transfer at the
interface, besides retaining the blends’ electrical con-
ductivity. Ionic liquid modified-multiwalled carbon
nanotube (or IL-MWNT) and NH2 modified-BaFe were
used as nanofillers and incorporated in the matrix using
a melt mixing approach such that MWNT preferred
PVDF component and BaFe preferred PC component.
NH2 groups on BaFe and ester group on PC underwent
a nucleophilic substitution reaction to localize BaFe in
the PC component. SET value of − 37 dB (2 wt% IL-
MWNT, 5 wt% BaFe, 10 wt% PMMA) was obtained for a
sample of 5 mm and at 18 GHz frequency, which was
slightly higher than the value of SET without PMMA
(shown in Fig. 15B). Shielding via absorption was found
to be the dominating mechanism. BaFe was the main
cause for absorption-based shielding as it is known to
contribute to the losses via magnetic hysteresis, wall dis-
placement, and eddy current loss. The shielding mech-
anism and total losses are shown in Figs. 15A and D.
Figure 15 C shows the digital image depicting the flexi-
bility of the obtained film.
In yet another work by Bose et al. [92], they prepared

a PC/SAN (60/40) blend containing CNTs and

Fig. 15 (A) Total loss tangent for various blends as a function of frequency; (B) SET with respect to thickness; (C) The obtained flexible film; (D)
Cartoon representing the mechanism of EM attenuation for blends containing 2 wt% IL-MWNT in PVDF phase and 5 wt% BaFe in the PC phase.
Reprinted with permission from Bose et al. [91], copyright 2015 American Chemical Society
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ferromagnetic nickel nanoparticles nucleated on partially
reduced graphene sheets (rGO–Ni). The technique in-
volved solution blending to obtain a PC composite mas-
terbatch, followed by melt blending with SAN at 260 °C.
It showed a high SET of − 48 dB (@18 GHz) with 3 wt%
CNT and 10 wt% rGO–Ni, σDC value being 1.9 × 10− 2 S/
cm. The superior EMI shielding properties was attrib-
uted to the enhanced losses (tanδε + tanδμ). This is pri-
marily due to good conductivity, ferromagnetic Ni, and
the uneven distribution of nanoparticles in the bi-phasic
blend, thus promoting multiple reflections within the
nanostructures (shown in Fig. 16B). Further, this sample
showed 1.5-fold higher storage modulus as compared to
neat blends. SET and electrical conductivity of the vari-
ous samples are shown in Fig. 16A.
Kim et al. [93] studied the electrical and EMI shielding

properties of (70/30) polypropylene/polycarbonate (or
PP/PC) composites with nickel-coated carbon fiber
(NCCF) as main filler and TiO2, CNT, graphite as sec-
ond filler. The pultruded PP/NCCF masterbatch was
used to prepare the PP/PC/NCCF/second filler

composites using screw extrusion and injection molding
technique for a comparative study. Polypropylene grafted
maleic anhydride (or PP-g-MA) was used as a compati-
bilizer (5 wt%) between the PP and PC. PP-g-MA con-
tains a carbonyl group, which can have polar-polar
interaction with the carbonyl group in PC, whereas the
intermolecular forces dominate its interaction with PP.
The average length of the NCCF showed a much higher
value in injection molding compared to screw extrusion
due to the higher shear force exerted in extrusion. The
increase in NCCF content enhanced the electrical con-
ductivity and the SET value for all the composites. SET
value (calculated from electrical conductivity using eq.
10) of − 51.6 dB was obtained for PP/PC/NCCF (20
wt%)/ TiO2 (5 wt%), which was prepared using an injec-
tion molding technique. TiO2 proved to be an effective
second filler than CNT or graphite due to its high di-
electric constant with dominant dipolar polarization.
The authors compared the SET value obtained by injec-
tion molding and screw extrusion for 10 wt% NCCF and
5 wt% of second filler using the theoretical formula. They

Fig. 16 (A) SET and σDC (obtained from dc plateau of bulk conductivity measurement) of different samples; (B) Cartoon illustrating the shielding
mechanism. Adapted with permission from Bose et al. [92], copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry
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found that PP/PC/NCCF/ TiO2 showed the highest
shielding of − 28.1 dB, followed by PP/PC/NCCF/CNT (−
24 dB) and PP/PC/NCCF/graphite (− 14.4 dB); whereas
composites obtained by screw extrusion showed SET value
between 0 to − 1 dB.
Sharma et al. [94] reported melt blending 10 wt% CNTs

with PC to obtain PC/CNT masterbatch. It was further di-
luted by a blend of PC and ethyl methyl acrylate (EMA)
(95/5 w/w) in a twin-screw extruder to obtain toughened
PC. The loading of CNT ranged from 0.25 to 10 phr. The
impact strength of a toughened PC was found to be higher
than that of a neat PC. Also, the maximum tensile
strength and modulus of PC/EMA-CNT showed an
increase of 39% and 60% with CNT loading of 10 phr
compared to the neat PC/EMA blend. The majority of
CNTs were localized in the PC component due to effect-
ive interaction of CNTs with the carbonate group in PC.
The maximum SET value of ~ − 26 dB was obtained in X-
band for a 3mm thick sample. This also explains that the
losses originate from the 3D conductive network, primar-
ily via absorption mechanism.
In another work by Sharma et al. [95], they studied the

effect of incorporating in situ reduced graphene oxide
(IrGO) on the electrical and EMI shielding properties of
PC/EMA (95/5 w/w) nanocomposites. PC/EMA–IrGO
with a loading of 15 phr showed the highest SET value
of - 30 dB in X-band (8.2–12.4 GHz) and surface con-
ductivity of 2.44 × 10− 3 S/cm. The sample was prepared

using a melt blending technique, and sample thickness
was kept as 3 mm. The mechanical study further illus-
trates that low filler loading enhances tensile strength
and modulus. But higher filler loading (> 10 phr) shows
the composite’s complete failure due to filler agglomer-
ation and poor stress transfer.
Thomas et al. [96] studied the effect of PP-g-MA as a

compatibilizer on the state of dispersion of CNT and sub-
sequently the electrical, dielectric, and EMI shielding
properties of PC/PP (60/40) blend. A combination of melt
mixing and compression molding technique was used to
design a 2mm thick specimen. The percolation threshold
of CNTs in compatibilized PC/PP blend (with 10 wt% PP-
g-MA) showed a 5-fold decrease and 2.5-fold increase in
SET value (54.78 dB), as compared to immiscible PC/PP
blends (22 dB). SET measurement was performed in the
frequency range of the S-band (2.6–3.95GHz). The com-
parison of SET for uncompatibilised vs. compatibilized
blends at 3 GHz frequency is shown in Fig. 17C. PP-g-MA
(10 wt%) prevented coalescence and also showed good
interfacial adhesion between polymer components by re-
ducing the interfacial tension between PC and PP. The PP
portion of the PP-g-MA is miscible with the PP compo-
nent, and the MA portion reacts with the PC component
due to its polar nature. With the addition of CNTs, the
domain size of the PP particles further reduced due to the
selective localization of CNTs in the PC component
mostly. However, some of the CNTs were found in the PP

Fig. 17 (A) Schematic representation of the morphological evolution with the incorporation of PP-g-MA and CNT (here labeled as MWCNT); (B)
Schematic representation of the interface without (left) and with (right) PP-g-MA; (C) The table showing the SET values of uncompatibilized vs.
compatibilized blend @3 GHz frequency; (D) The table shows the ε’ and ε” values of uncompatibilized vs. compatibilized blend with 10 wt%
CNT@10 kHz frequency. Adapted with permission from Thomas et al. [96], copyright 2018 American Chemical Society
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component as well as the interface. The schematic illustra-
tions of the compatibilization of blend and CNT disper-
sion in the matrix are shown in Fig. 17A and B. The rise
in SET is a consequence of the jump in electrical conduct-
ivity as well as dielectric properties. As shown in Fig. 17D,
the increase in ε’ value in the compatibilized blend can be
explained through the increased number of nanotube in-
terfaces that contribute to interfacial polarization
compared to the agglomerates of CNTs in an uncompati-
bilized blend. It is to be noted that ε” also showed a sig-
nificant jump, as shown in Fig. 17D, suggesting that the
3D conductive network of CNTs dissipates charge in the
form of heat and leads to absorption dominated shielding
mechanism.
Sharma et al. [97] prepared PC/EMA (95/5 w/w)

nanocomposites using graphene: CNT hybrid filler in
varying ratios (1:1, 1:3 and 3:1) by the melt blending
process. In CNT or graphene as fillers, dc conductivity
was found to be 1.56 × 10− 3 S/cm and 5.7 × 10− 3 S/cm.
Hybrid filler showed a synergistic effect with a maximum
conductivity of 1.913 × 10− 1 S/cm with 10 phr filler load-
ing (graphene: CNT =1:3 ratio). This sample showed the
highest SET of approx. -34 dB as compared to the sample
having identical amounts of CNTs (~ − 25 dB) or gra-
phene (~ − 23 dB) in X-band frequency (8.2–12.4 GHz).
The authors suggest that the enhancement in SET could
be due to forming a bridging and conducting network of
CNTs between graphene throughout the electrically in-
sulating PC/EMA matrix. Also, hybrid filler with 10 phr
loading (graphene: CNT ratio of 1:3) showed the highest
tensile strength and tensile modulus compared to those
based on only graphene or only CNT filler.
Kim et al. [98] prepared PC/ABS (70/30)/carbon fiber

(CF) using two different methods: the pultrusion process
and the screw extrusion process. Samples prepared using
the pultrusion process showed higher electrical conduct-
ivity of 1.05 × 101 S/cm and SET of − 37.6 dB (@10 GHz,
2 mm thick) as compared to samples prepared by the
screw extrusion process, which showed electrical con-
ductivity of 5.20 × 10− 1 S/cm and SET of − 6.8 dB (@10
GHz, 2 mm thick) for a loading of 20 phr. The authors
attribute this enhancement to the fiber length in the pul-
trusion process resulting in a more connected conduct-
ive network structure. The average fiber length was
1402 μm after the pultrusion process, whereas screw ex-
trusion showed a shorter fiber length of 652 μm due to
higher shear stress achieved in the screw extrusion
process. Another important aspect is that long CF was
used for the pultrusion process compared to chopped
CF used for the screw extrusion process. As control
measurement, SET of PC/CF composites (20 phr)
showed similar behavior as PC/ABS/CF composite, and
a value of − 37.1 dB (@10 GHz, 2 mm thick) and − 2.8 dB
(@10 GHz, 2 mm thick) was obtained for pultrusion and

screw extrusion process respectively. Shielding via ab-
sorption is found to be the dominant mechanism. The
tensile and flexural strengths of the PC/ABS (70/30)/CF
composite prepared by the pultrusion process were
slightly higher by 8.2 and 7.0% than those prepared by
the screw extrusion process.
Lim et al. [99] studied the SET of PC/ABS filled with car-

bon black powder (CBp) or carbon black masterbatch
(CBm) at the frequency of 800 and 900MHz. PC/ABS/CB
composites were prepared using an injection molding tech-
nique with a specimen thickness of 4mm. CBm is ready-
mixed carbon black plastic. It can be added to compatible
plastic and is easy to use as compared to CBp. The higher
the amount of carbon black mixing ratio, the higher the di-
electric constant and SET, and the lower the surface resistiv-
ity. The SET of the composite also showed a maximum value
of about − 9 dB at 800MHz (PC:ABS:CB= 0.83:0:0.17), and
about − 5 dB at 900MHz (PC:ABS:CB= 0.78:0.05:0.17). The
study proved that both filler materials could be used to make
an EMI shield. However, the CBm is commercial-grade and
easier to use than the powder.

PC-based hybrid multilayer structures
Miniaturization of electronic devices and the need for
lightweight materials pushes the EMI research to focus
on thin films and foams. Multilayered thin film struc-
tures with tunable properties can be designed by stra-
tegically choosing desired fillers in separate layers. On
the other hand, foam minimizes reflectivity by introdu-
cing low permittivity airy pockets at the expense of
thickness. The multilayered structure will be discussed
in this subsection, followed by foams in the next
subsection.
Huynen et al. [100] stacked the alternating films of di-

electric polymer and conducting layers. The conducting
layers are comprised of either PC/CNT nanocomposite
films or a thin CNT coating deposited on PC (ε’ = 2.8 in
GHz range) from a CNT waterborne ink. The idea was
to fabricate an effective EM absorber by using low per-
mittivity dielectric material, along with high conductivity
interconnected particles with a controlled gradient
across the stacked pile. With a systematic increase in
conductivity across the stack, the wave progresses deeper
into the material (gets absorbed) rather than reflecting
at the surface. They observed that CNT ink-based multi-
layer structure proved to be a more efficient absorber
than extruded composite multilayer (0.25 to 5 wt% vari-
ation). Both showed a similar absorption index (approx.
80% with slight variations), but the ink-based multi-
layered structure showed it at a much lesser thickness
(2.56 mm). The frequency range was kept around 8–70
GHz. The EM characterization study of CNT ink-based
multilayer stack with the gradient in conductivity
showed SET of − 20 dB and above, with minima observed
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at specific frequencies for a thickness of 17.97 mm. The
mean absorption level was found to be 70%. The simula-
tion study further showed that the multilayer stack with
a gradient in conductivity showed a higher power ab-
sorption than the stack with no gradient in conductivity.
Kim et al. [101] fabricated FeCoNi-coated glass fabric/

PC composite sheets and studied the EM absorption and
EMI shielding properties in near-field and far-field re-
gions. The composite sheets comprise laminated struc-
tures with one or two-ply- FeCoNi-coated glass fabrics
(MGF), with or without Ni grid in the PC matrix. It is to
be noted that the FeCo-based material coating on glass
fabric was chosen owing to its soft magnetic properties
and conductivity. Additionally, the Ni grid’s insertion in
a composite sheet can improve the EMI shielding per-
formance due to the high conductivity and can also con-
trol the absorption frequency. The thickness of MGF
and the total thickness of MGF-filled PC composite
sheets were about 2.5 and 500 μm, respectively. MGF-
filled PC composite sheets with or without Ni grid ex-
hibited SET above − 45 dB in the X-band region. SET
above − 70 dB was obtained for FeCoNi-coated glass fab-
ric with Ni grid composite sheets in X-band. The SET
value of the two-ply-MGF-filled PC composite with the
Ni grid was found to be approx. -90 dB at 10 ~ 11 GHz,
which is comparable with that of the conductive Cu foil.

Teh et al. [70] prepared an ultra-thin (0.29 mm)
film by sandwiching porous nonwoven carbon fiber/
polypropylene/polyethylene fabric (or CEF-NF) be-
tween two films of PC, and the multilayer structure
thus obtained was labeled as carbon-fabric/PC sand-
wiched film (or CF/PC film) as shown in Fig. 18A. It
was observed that an optimal temperature, pressure,
CF length, and concentration was required to prepare
delamination and crack-free, mechanically robust, and
flexible film with superior EMI shielding performance.
They found that the CF/PC film with excellent tensile
properties and EMI shielding performance can be fab-
ricated using a laminating temperature of 195 °C,
laminating pressure of 6 Mpa, CF length of 6 mm,
and a high concentration of uniformly dispersed CFs.
The SET for the CF/PC film, with 90% CF concentra-
tion and at an optimized parameter, is observed to be
− 38.6 dB in the frequency range of 30–1500MHz as
shown in 16B and C. CF/PC film’s comprehensive
performance is further expressed by a modified index
of SSEt.strength and this value is found to be 138,
320 dB Mpa cm2g− 1, which is comparatively higher
than other shielding materials reported in the litera-
ture. It is to be noted that CF/PC film composites-x%
means that x% of CF is present in CEF-NF, rather
than x% of CF in CF/PC film.

Fig. 18 (A) Schematic of the CF/PC film preparation (ESF refers to polypropylene/polyethylene (PP/PE) core/sheath bi-component fibers); (B) SET
values of composites-x% in the 30–1500MHz frequency range; (C) SET comparisons between CEF-NF-x% and composites-x%. Adapted with permission
from Teh et al. [70], copyright 2018 Elsevier
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Tang et al. [33] prepared ultra-thin CF/PC/Ni film by
sandwiching Ni-plated CEF-NF between two 0.125 mm
thick PC films and subsequently laminating together
using a thermal bonding procedure as shown in Fig. 19A.
It is to be noted that CEF-NF is a flexible nonwoven fab-
ric comprising of CFs and polypropylene/polyethylene
(PP/PE) core/sheath bicomponent fibers (ESFs). The
sandwiched structure with a thickness of 0.31 mm was
tested for EMI shielding performance and mechanical
properties. With an increase in Ni plating duration, the
electrical conductivity of CF/PC/Ni films improved. Ni
as the metal has higher electrical conductivity than CFs
or carbons. SET of CF/PC/Ni films with different Ni
plating times were studied in the frequency range of 30–
1500MHz. It was observed that with an increase in Ni
plating time, the SET value increased (Fig. 19C), which
can be attributed primarily to the enhanced electrical
conductivity and magnetic permeability, resulting in
conductance and magnetic losses. CF/PC film without
Ni coating layer showed the SET value of ~ − 25 dB,
while 40 min Ni-plated CF/PC/Ni film with a Ni thick-
ness of 1.075 mm showed the SET value of − 72.7 dB,
which is 180% higher than that of a pure CF/PC film.

The SSEt value of CF/PC/Ni film with 40 min Ni plating
is observed to be 1376.1 dBcm2g− 1. A study of SET with
respect to laminating pressure and temperature is shown
in Fig. 19B. Pure CEF-NF and PC film have tensile
strengths of 15.6 Mpa and 55.1 Mpa, respectively, while
CF/PC/Ni showed an increase in tensile strength, ran-
ging from 63.8 Mpa to 85 Mpa. Interestingly, even after
mechanically bending the sandwiched structure 5000
times and heating for 50 h at 120 °C, the CF/PC/Ni film
retains 96.36% of its EMI shielding performance.
Piraux et al. [63] extended their work by fabricating a

multilayered PC/ Ni nanowire structure with a gradient
in the concentration of nickel nanowire by combining
electrodeposition and hot press technique. It is observed
that the ferromagnetic nature of nickel nanowires en-
hanced the absorption performances compared to non-
magnetic CNTs having similar conductivity and complex
permittivity. The layer-by-layer increase in properties
(conductivity or permeability) helps in gradual attenu-
ation. Nickel not only has a strong magnetic susceptibil-
ity of 110 but also has good oxidation resistance. SEA
was found to be higher for the PC/Ni gradient-
multilayered structure as compared to the PC/CNT

Fig. 19 (A) (a-d) Schematic of the CF/PC/Ni film preparation (e) as-fabricated CF/PC/Ni films subjected to bending and curling; (B) Effect of
laminating pressure and temperature on the SET of CF/PC/Ni films; (C) SET of CF/PC/Ni films with different Ni plating times. Adapted with permission
from Tang et al. [33], copyright 2018 Elsevier
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gradient-multilayered structure. For a specimen thick-
ness of 600 μm, the mean SEA was found to be − 18 dB
in the frequency range of 8–67 GHz. However, the max-
imum SEA was obtained to be − 34.3 dB at a frequency
of 67 GHz. The authors also claim that these multi-
layered structures’ flexibility and low thickness make
them suitable for sophisticated applications in specific
compact devices such as microchips, sensors, and med-
ical probes.
Ozyuzer et al. [102] used the magnetron sputtering

technique to deposit ITO/Au/ITO over a PC or soda
lime glass substrate. Dielectric/metal/dielectric (D/M/D)
multilayer film is one of the effective ways to target en-
hanced EMI shielding along with optical transparency.
Being relatively inert to air/moisture, Au is preferred
over other metals such as Ag, Cu, Al, etc. In general,
ITO films’ electrical conductivity depends on the carrier
mobility and the carrier density, which are mainly deter-
mined by oxygen vacancies or concentration of
substituted Sn4+ on In3+ sites. A maximum SET of −
26.8 dB was obtained for a sample thickness of 141 nm
in the frequency range of 8.2 GHz to 12 GHz, which cor-
responds to 99.8% power attenuation. The author claims
that EMI shielding’s primary mechanism reflects the mo-
bile charge carriers (electrons and/or holes). Also, the
absorption by the electric and/or magnetic dipole of
shielding material played its role.
Shen et al. [103] studied the EMI shielding properties

of PC/CF laminate, prepared by liquid PC infiltration
through the CF layer accompanied by thermo-
compression. PC/CF plates consisted of 8 layers of uni-
directional tapes with a thickness of 2 mm. The fraction
of CF in laminate was 60 wt%. It was found that PC/CF
composites showed an average value of − 40 dB, which
decreased to − 28 dB after erosion. The measurement
was done in the Ku band (12–18 GHz), and reflection
was the dominant shielding mechanism.

PC-based hybrid foams
Recently, foams have attracted researchers’ interest
due to their multiple interfaces and air traps, which
are expected to enhance the shielding performance
while maintaining a low weight. Ozisik et al. [104]
prepared PC/GNP-based foam using supercritical car-
bon dioxide (CO2) via a 2-step method. Before foam-
ing, the composite samples were prepared by melt
compounding using an internal mixer with a GNP
concentration of 0.5 wt%. EMI shielding measurement
was performed with a 2 mm thick foam in the fre-
quency range of 8–12.4 GHz. A maximum specific
SET of − 78 dBcm3/g was achieved in foams com-
pared to − 1.1 dBcm3/g in un-foamed composite, and
this was primarily attributed to the reflection mechan-
ism. The authors claim that this specific SET value

for a foamed composite is seven times higher than
even solid copper. Further, it is suggested that the
cellular morphological features of foamed composites,
which impact SET and mechanical properties, depend
on graphene, the amount of dissolved supercritical
CO2, and CO2 saturation/foaming conditions.
Yu et al. [105] fabricated a lightweight and tough PC/

CNT composite by melt compounding-foaming ap-
proach, resulting in a well-dispersed CNT due to strong
shear force. It was followed by compression molding for
most of the samples (except PC/3 wt% CNT), and then a
well-controlled microcellular structure was constructed
using supercritical CO2 foaming. The addition of 1 wt%
CNTs into PC led to a significant decrease in cell size
from 11.4 to 1.2 μm and nearly three orders of magni-
tude increase in the cell density (refer to Fig. 20A). A
further rise in CNT content resulted in a slight reduc-
tion in cell size with narrower size distribution and a
steady cell density increase (refer to Fig. 20A). Thus, a
strong dependence of cellular structure was observed
with well-dispersed CNTs as it provides adequate inter-
faces for CO2 accumulation. This further facilitates the
heterogeneous nucleation of voids by reducing the crit-
ical free energy for nucleation. Interestingly, the foam
porosity showed a negligible influence on the electrical
conductivity. The percolation threshold of composite
foams was similar to that of bulk composites, as shown
in Fig. 20B(a). It is worthwhile to note that PC/CNT
composite foam exhibits isotropic conductivity. PC/5
wt% CNT showed a specific EMI SE of ~ − 16 dB/(g/
cm3) at 9.5 GHz frequency. The specific SE of composite
foams is higher than the bulk composite due to multiple
reflections originating from numerous voids, as shown
in Fig. 20B(b). In addition, it was found that the pres-
ence of the voids or microcellular structure makes the
brittle PC/CNT composites tough which was reflected
by the improved tensile toughness and notched impact
strength of the resulting foam. The highest specific
toughness was observed for PC/1 wt% CNT composite
foam with a value of 35.3 (kJ/m2)/(g/cm3), which is
435% higher than that of neat PC and 667% than its bulk
counterpart.
In another work by Ozisik et al. [106], they studied the

dielectric and EMI shielding properties of PC/GNP
(0.5 wt%) foam prepared using supercritical CO2 via a
one-step process. The foamed sample of the thickness
of 5 mm and an unfoamed sample of the thickness of
3.2 mm was used. A maximum specific EMI shielding
effectiveness of ~ − 39 dB cm3/g (@ 8.5 GHz) was ob-
tained for the foamed sample, which is approximately
35 times more than an un-foamed composite (− 1.1 dB
cm3/g). Besides, the relative permittivity increases with
the addition of GNPs. Both absorption and reflection
play a role in the shielding mechanism; however, the
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absorption contribution increases with increasing filler
concentration.
Detrembleur et al. [107] carried out gradient foaming

of PC/CNT composite using supercritical CO2 by vary-
ing the CNT percentage (0.5, 1, 2 wt%) as shown in
Fig. 21. Foaming introduces air pockets in the compos-
ite, which favors the wave impedance matching of the
expanded material and the ambient atmosphere. At the
same time, foaming induces a volume dilution of the
CNTs, which results in a reduction of SET. An increase
in the CNT content improves the SET, but it also in-
creases the material’s interface reflection. By the partial
foaming technique, the author aims to produce a gradi-
ent distribution of density. Only the surface material is
foamed, while the inner part has been kept unchanged.
This results in a comparatively low dielectric constant
and the CNT content at the surface, thus reducing the
EM wave reflection at the material interface. The solid
inner part still holds the ability to dissipates the EM
wave. The authors also claim that the addition of CNTs
helps in cell nucleation during the foaming process

leading to homogeneous and small cells as compared to
heterogeneous and big cells formed in neat PC. The gra-
dient sample of PC/CNT (2 wt%) with a thickness of 2
mm showed a SET ~ -14 dB in the frequency range 15–
17 GHz, with absorption being the primary shielding
mechanism.

Summary of PC-based EMI shielding materials
Table 4 summarizes the essential fabrication details and
the key results of the research articles discussed in this
review. The shielding performance depends on nanofiller
concentration, specimen thickness, incident angle,
polarization type, and frequency [76]. Since there are
many variables, a direct comparison of shielding per-
formance in the various publications is difficult. How-
ever, this table gives a crude comparison of different
PC-based materials and their shielding performance.
Figure 22 shows a pie chart representing the percentage
of published research papers in various categories since
2010. In the last decade, researchers have extensively
explored PC-based composites and PC-based blend

Fig. 20 (A) Scanning electron micrographs of (a) neat PC foam, and PC/CNT composite foams with (b) 1 wt%, (c) 3 wt% and (d) 5 wt% of CNTs.
The insets are the size distributions of cells in the corresponding foams; (B) Electrical conductivity of PC/CNT composites and their foams with
different porosities as a function of CNT content, (b) specific SET of PC/CNT composites and their foams at 9.5 GHz. Adapted with permission from
Yu et al. [105], copyright 2015 Elsevier
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composites. However, PC-based hybrid multilayer and
foam structures are relatively newer, less studied, and
holds immense potential to open new avenues for future
research.
It is important to note that a direct comparison of the

shielding performances mentioned in various publica-
tions is generally not an accurate way to analyze since
these measurements were not done with the same set
parameters- i.e. sample thickness, frequency, filler type
and polymer grade, method of preparation, and tech-
nique of SET/ RL measurement [76]. However, we will
try to derive conclusions that hold for PC-based hybrid
structures under most processing and measurement
conditions.

Conclusions
Designing an efficient EMI shield requires a suitable
combination of permittivity (ε’ and ε”), permeability
(μ’ and μ”), and conductivity (σ) values in the desired
frequency range. Parameters such as the intrinsic
property of filler/ fillers, dispersion, distribution, ag-
glomerations, and orientation might have a crucial
impact on the shielding performance of a polymer-
based EMI shield. It is reported that high electrical
conductivity, which needs a percolating pathway, need
not necessarily lead to higher SET [76]. Furthermore,
a material’s ability to shield EM waves also depends
on various other factors such as the wave incidence
angle, type of polarization, frequency, and thickness
of the composite [76]. Below are some of the relevant
conclusions derived from this review article on PC-
based EMI shielding materials.

PC matrix as EMI shielding material
PC is transparent to EM radiation with an electrical con-
ductivity of 10− 12–10− 14 S/m and a SET value of 0 dB
[35]. It becomes essential to tweak the architectural de-
sign with a combination of filler/fillers or layers with dif-
ferent inherent properties or by introducing air pockets
to enhance the EMI shielding value. Also, depending
upon the nature of filler, the quantity of filler/fillers in
the PC matrix and the filler-polymer interaction, the
mechanical property either enhances or deteriorates.
Since the shield’s mechanical property is essential in
terms of applicability, there is a need to optimize these
parameters to keep the mechanical properties intact yet
enhancing the EMI shielding performance.

C-based fillers in PC matrix
In the last decade, a couple of studies have been done
on PC with C-based fillers such as CNTs, CB, GNP, gra-
phene, graphite, rGO and CF. CNTs or long chopped
CF or CF mats have successfully enhanced SET (due to
high aspect ratio) and the shield’s overall conductivity
(generally, this value falls in the semiconducting cat-
egory). Percolation threshold as low as 0.021 wt% CNT
is obtained by morphological modification of PC/ CNT
composites by introducing commercial PC beads [73].
CB and GNP show a higher percolation threshold than
CNT. The possible interaction is through π-π between
the electron-rich phenyl ring of PC with GNP and CNT.
In general, an optimum filler concentration is re-
quired to cater to the mechanical and shielding re-
quirements. It is observed that a high amount of
CNT not only makes the processing difficult

Fig. 21 Schematic of gradient foaming process and scanning electron micrograph of the EMI shield obtained with absorption power > 90%. Adapted
with permission from Detrembleur et al. [107], copyright 2015 Elsevier
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Table 4 List of PC-based hybrid structure for EMI shielding applications

Sl.
No.

Filler Matrix Processing SET/ RLmin/
Specific SET

Thickness Frequency Reference

1 CNT (5 wt%) PC Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET ~ −24 dB 1.85 mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[36]

2 CNT (10 wt%) PC Melt mixing, injection
molding

SET = −27.2 dB 12.4–18
GHz

[67]

3 CNT (20 wt%) PC Layer of 5 films-solvent
casting

SET = − 43 dB 2.15 mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[72]

4 CNT (10 wt%) PC Solvent casting, compression
molding (low pressure)

SET = − 35 dB
(ρ = 1.1 g/cc)

1.97 mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[72]

5 CNT (10 wt%) PC Solvent casting, compression
molding (high pressure)

SET = − 21 dB
(ρ = 1.17 g/cc)

1.785 mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[72]

6 CNT (2 wt%) PC (with 70
wt% PC bead)

Solution blending,
compression molding

SET = -23.1 dB 5.6 mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[73]

7 CB (10 wt%, 8 wt%) PC Extrusion, injection molding SET = -18.9
dB (at 10 wt%), −
13.3 dB (at 8 wt%)

3.2 mm 800 MHz [74]

8 CNT (8 wt%) PC Extrusion, injection molding SET = -18.4
dB

3.2 mm 800 MHz [74]

9 GNP (15 wt% GNP) PC Extrusion, injection molding SET = -6.3
dB

3.2 mm 800 MHz [74]

10 CB/CNT (5 wt% CB and 5 wt%
CNT)

PC Extrusion, injection molding SET = -21.4
dB

3.2 mm 800 MHz [74]

11 CB/GNP (5 wt% CB and 5 wt%
GNP)

PC Extrusion, injection molding SET ~ -9.2
dB

3.2 mm 800 MHz [74]

12 CNT/GNP (5 wt% CNT and 5 wt%
GNP)

PC Extrusion, injection molding SET ~ -15.5
dB

3.2 mm 800 MHz [74]

13 GNP/CNT (3:2 by wt) (4 wt%) PC Melt mixing at high T
(330 °C), compression
molding

SET = -21.6
dB

5.6 mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[75]

14 GNP/CNT (3:2 by wt) (4 wt%) PC Melt mixing at 280 °C,
compression molding

SET = -8.3
dB

5.6 mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[75]

15 CNT (4 wt%) PC SET ~ -14
dB

8.5 GHz [76]

16 CB (6 wt%) PC SET ~ -13
dB

8.5 GHz [76]

17 GNP (12 wt%) PC SET ~ -7
dB

8.5 GHz [76]

18 CNT (3 wt%) PC Melt extrusion, compression
molding

SET = -17
dB
RL = -32.1 dB

RL @ 2
mm

SET @18
GHz
RL @11.2
GHz

[77]

19 3 wt% CNT/10 wt% Fe3O4 (size of
Fe3O4 = 100–150 nm)

PC Solution followed by melt
extrusion, compression
molding

SET ~ -19.5
dB
RL = -21.8 dB

RL @ 3
mm

SET @18
GHz
RL @6.1
GHz

[77]

20 3 wt% CNT/10 wt% Fe3O4@C (size
of Fe3O4@C = 20–80 nm; 25% as C
shell and 75% as Fe3O4)

PC Solution followed by melt
extrusion, compression
molding

SET = -22.8
dB
RL = -41.3 dB

RL @ 1
mm

SET @18
GHz
RL @17.7
GHz

[77]

21 CNT (3 wt%) PC Melt mixing (250 °C),
compression molding
(265 °C)

SET = -14 dB (using
scalar network
analyser)

1 mm 11 GHz [78]

22 CNT (3 wt%) PC Solution mixing,
compression molding
(265 °C)

SET = -16.4 dB
(using scalar
network analyser)

1 mm 11 GHz [78]

23 CNT (2 wt%) PC Melt mixing (250 °C), SET = -19.6 dB 3.5 mm 11 GHz [78]
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Table 4 List of PC-based hybrid structure for EMI shielding applications (Continued)

Sl.
No.

Filler Matrix Processing SET/ RLmin/
Specific SET

Thickness Frequency Reference

compression molding
(265 °C)

(using scalar
network analyser)

24 a-CF (10 phr)/ a-CNT (0.5 phr) PC MiniMAX molder,
compression molding

SET = -26 dB 2mm 10 GHz [79]

25 GNP (6 wt%) PC Solution mixing, hot
compaction

SET~-47 dB 2mm 8.2 GHz [35]

26 3 wt% CNT PC Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -23 dB 5mm 18 GHz [80]

27 3 wt% CNT/ 5 wt% rGO-Fe3O4 PC Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -28 dB 5mm 18 GHz [80]

28 3 wt% CNT/ 5 wt% rGO-Gd2O3 PC Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -33 dB 5mm 18 GHz [80]

29 4 wt% CNT/5 wt% rGO-Fe3O4 com-
partment approach

PC Solution approach for
compartment unit, followed
by hot press

SET = -43.5 dB 2 mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[81]

30 4 wt% CNT/5 wt% rGO-Fe3O4 ran-
dom dispersion

PC Solution approach, followed
by hot press

SET = -35.5 dB 2 mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[81]

31 4 wt% CNT compartment
approach

PC Solution approach for
compartment unit, followed
by hot press

SET = -33.2 dB 2 mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[81]

32 4 wt% CNT random dispersion PC Solution approach, followed
by hot press

SET = -31 dB 2mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[81]

33 7 wt% GFs and 3 wt% MFs PC/ABS Injection molding SET ~ -40 dB 2mm 1 Hz [83]

34 PPIC (30 wt%) PC Solution blending SET = -52 dB 2mm 8 GHz [84]

35 CNT (5 wt%) PC Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET ~ -40 dB
(theoretical- from eq.
11)

4 mm 500–3000
MHz

[69]

36 NH2 modified CNT (1 wt%) PC/SAN Melt blending, compression
molding

SET = -14 dB ~ 5mm 8–18 GHz [57]

37 CNT (3 wt%) PC Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -23 dB ~ 5mm 18 GHz [85]

38 CNT-grafted Fe3O4 (3 wt%) PC Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -28 dB ~ 5mm 18 GHz [85]

39 CNT (3 wt%) PC/SAN (60/40) Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -31 dB ~ 5mm 18 GHz [85]

40 CNT (3 wt%) and dopamine
anchored-Fe3O4 (3 vol%)

PC/SAN (60/40) Solution followed by melt
mixing, compression
molding

SET = -31 dB ~ 5mm 18 GHz [85]

41 CNT-grafted Fe3O4 (3 wt%) PC/SAN (60/40) Solution followed by melt
mixing, compression
molding

SET = -32.5 dB ~ 5mm 18 GHz [85]

42 CNT (3 wt%) PC/SAN (50/50) Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET ~ -26 dB ~ 5mm 18 GHz [85]

43 CNT-grafted Fe3O4 (3 wt%) PC/SAN (50/50) Solution followed by melt
mixing, compression
molding

SET = -30 dB ~ 5mm 18 GHz [85]

44 CNT (3 phr CNT) PC/ABS/SAN-g-
MAH (5 phr)

Melt mixing, injection
molding

SET = -5.4 to −8.4 dB 2 mm 0.1–1.5
GHz

[86]

45 Carbon fibers (15 wt%) and
graphite flakes (40 wt%)

Ni-PC/ABS (45
wt%)

Melt mixing SET = − 57 dB (@
2000 MHz), SET = −
79 dB (@ 4000 MHz)

500–4000
MHz

[87]

46 CNT (3 wt%), Co-rGO (9.6 wt% Co,
2.4 wt% GO)

PC/SAN Solution mixing, melt mixing SET = -34 dB ~ 5mm 18 GHz [88]

47 LA-g-CNT (5 phr) PC/PLA Melt extrusion EMI SE = 1.3 × 101 dB 0.2 mm [82]
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Table 4 List of PC-based hybrid structure for EMI shielding applications (Continued)

Sl.
No.

Filler Matrix Processing SET/ RLmin/
Specific SET

Thickness Frequency Reference

(theoretical- from eq.
10)

48 PANI-CNT-Fe3O4 (3 wt%) + BT PC/PVDF (40/60
w/w)

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -37 dB
RL = -71 dB

5mm SET @18
GHz
RL @12.9
GHz

[89]

49 PANI-CNT-Fe3O4 (3 wt%) PC/PVDF (40/60
w/w)

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -32 dB 5mm 18 GHz [89]

50 PANI-CNT (3 wt%) PC/PVDF (40/60
w/w)

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -26 dB 5mm 18 GHz [89]

51 CNT (3 wt%) PC/PVDF (40/60
w/w)

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -22 dB 5mm 18 GHz [89]

52 3 wt% PDI-MWNT (in PVDF) + NF-
NH2 (in PC)

PC/PVDF (50/50
w/w)

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -40 dB
RL = -67 dB

5mm SET @18
GHz
RL @17
GHz

[90]

53 3 wt% PDI-MWNT (in PVDF) + BT-
NH2 (in PC)

PC/PVDF (50/50
w/w)

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -35 dB 5mm 18 GHz [90]

54 2 wt% CNT PC/PVDF (40/60
w/w)

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -18 dB 5mm 18 GHz [91]

55 2 wt% IL-MWNT PC/PVDF (40/60
w/w)

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -24 dB 5mm 18 GHz [91]

56 5 wt% BaFe localized in PC PC/PVDF (40/60
w/w)

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -7 dB 5mm 18 GHz [91]

57 2 wt% IL-MWNT+ 5 wt% BaFe (all
in PVDF)

PC/PVDF (40/60
w/w)

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -26 dB 5mm 18 GHz [91]

58 2 wt% IL-MWNT (in PVDF) + 5 wt%
BaFe (in PC)

PC/PVDF (40/60
w/w)

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -34 dB 5mm 18 GHz [91]

59 2 wt% IL-MWNT (in PVDF) + 5 wt%
BaFe (in PC)

PC/PVDF (40/60
w/w) with 10
wt% PMMA

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -37 dB 5mm 18 GHz [91]

60 3 wt% CNT+ 10 wt% rGO–Ni PC/SAN (60/40
w/w)

Solution followed by melt
mixing, compression
molding

SET = -48 dB 5mm 18 GHz [92]

61 3 wt% CNT+ 10 wt% Ni PC/SAN (60/40
w/w)

Solution followed by melt
mixing, compression
molding

SET = -32.2 dB 5 mm 18 GHz [92]

62 3 wt% CNT+ 5 wt% rGO PC/SAN (60/40
w/w)

Solution followed by melt
mixing, compression
molding

SET = -30.8 dB 5 mm 18 GHz [92]

63 3 wt% CNT PC/SAN (60/40
w/w)

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -25.1 dB 5 mm 18 GHz [92]

64 10 wt% rGO–Ni PC/SAN (60/40
w/w)

Solution followed by melt
mixing, compression
molding

SET = -3 dB 5mm 18 GHz [92]

65 3 wt% CNT PC Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -17.3 dB 5 mm 18 GHz [92]

66 NCCF (20 wt%)/ TiO2 (5 wt%) PP/PC (70/30)
with 5 wt% PP-
g-MA

Pultrusion, screw extrusion
and injection molding

SET = -51.6 dB
(theoretical- from eq.
10)

Far-field [93]

67 10 phr CNT PC/EMA (95/5
w/w)

Melt blending SET ~ -26 dB 3mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[94]

68 15 phr IrGO PC/EMA (95/5
w/w)

Melt blending SET ~ -30 dB 3mm 8.2–12.4
GHz

[95]

69 10 wt% CNT PC/PP (60/40 Melt mixing, compression SET = -22 dB 2mm 3 GHz [96]
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Table 4 List of PC-based hybrid structure for EMI shielding applications (Continued)

Sl.
No.

Filler Matrix Processing SET/ RLmin/
Specific SET

Thickness Frequency Reference

w/w) molding

70 10 wt% CNT PC/PP (60/40
w/w) with 10
wt% PP-g-MA

Melt mixing, compression
molding

SET = -54.78 dB 2mm 3 GHz [96]

71 10 phr graphene/ CNT hybrid (1:3) PC/EMA (95/5
w/w)

Melt blending SET ~ -34 dB 8.2–12.4
GHz

[97]

72 10 phr graphene PC/EMA (95/5
w/w)

Melt blending SET ~ -23 dB 8.2–12.4
GHz

[97]

73 10 phr CNTs PC/EMA (95/5
w/w)

Melt blending SET ~ -25 dB 8.2–12.4
GHz

[97]

74 20 phr long CF PC/ABS (70/30) Pultrusion, injection molding SET = -37.6 dB 2 mm 10 GHz [98]

75 20 phr chopped CF PC/ABS (70/30) Screw extrusion, injection
molding

SET = -6.8 dB 2 mm 10 GHz [98]

76 20 phr long CF PC Pultrusion, injection molding SET = -37.1 dB 2 mm 10 GHz [98]

77 20 phr chopped CF PC Screw extrusion, injection
molding

SET = -2.8 dB 2 mm 10 GHz [98]

78 CB
(PC:ABS:CB = 0.83:0:0.17).

PC Injection molding SET = -9 dB 4mm 800 MHz [99]

79 CB
(PC:ABS:CB = 0.78:0.05:0.17).

PC/ABS Injection molding SET = -5 dB 4mm 900 MHz [99]

80 CNT based- waterborne ink PC Multilayer with conductivity
gradient

SET ~ -20 dB and
above

17.97 mm 8–70 GHz [100]

81 2 ply- FeCoNi-coated glass fabrics
(MGF), with or without Ni grid

PC Multilayer SET ~ -90 dB ~ 500 μm
or more

10 ~ 11
GHz

[101]

82 90% CF in CEF-NF PC layers Sandwiched film SET = -38.6 dB 0.29 mm 30–1500
MHz

[70]

83 CF/Ni (Ni thickness of 1.075 mm) PC layers Sandwiched film SET = -72.7 dB 0.31 mm 30–1500
MHz

[33]

84 Ni nanowire PC layers Multilayer with conductivity
and permeability gradient

SEA = − 34.3 dB
Mean SEA = − 18 dB

600 μm 67 GHz
(@SEA)
8–67 GHz
(@ mean
SEA)

[63]

85 ITO/Au/ITO PC Multilayer sputter-deposited
film

SET = -26.8 dB 141 nm 8.2–12 GHz [102]

86 CF (60 wt%) PC PC liquid infiltration through
CF- laminate formation by
thermo compression

SET = − 40 dB 2mm 12–18 GHz [103]

87 GNP (0.5 wt%) PC Foam/ supercritical CO2 specific SET =
− 78 dBcm3/g

8.5 GHz [104]

88 CNT (5 wt%) PC Foam/ supercritical CO2 specific SET ~
−16 dBcm3/g

9.5 GHz [105]

89 GNP (0.5 wt%) PC Foam/ supercritical CO2 specific SET ~
− 39 dB cm3/g

8.5 GHz [106]

90 CNT (2 wt%) PC Foam/ supercritical CO2 SET ~ − 14 dB 15–17 GHz [107]
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(enhanced viscosity) but also decreases the mechanical
aspect of the shield as it undergoes ductile to brittle
transition [69, 72].

Absorption or reflection dominant mechanism?
Depending upon the shield’s design, the dominant
mechanism of shielding can be either absorption or re-
flection. It is observed that most of the PC-based com-
posites and PC-based blend composites; published in the
last decade were designed with absorption as the domin-
ant mechanism. Also, it is observed that a thicker sample
leads to more power dissipation within the composite,
resulting in a higher SEA. However, in the case of PC-
based multilayer and foam structures, this trend wasn’t
observed as some articles reports reflection to be more
dominant than absorption. It is worthwhile to note that
absorption-based shielding is considered superior to
reflection-based shielding. However, it cannot be gener-
alized as it also depends upon the targeted application
for the shield.

Effect of processing technique on EMI shielding
performance
Melt mixing vs. solution mixing
The melt viscosity and the shear force are the deciding
factors for the dispersion of fillers in melt mixing. In
contrast, the solution viscosity, sonication time, and
power are crucial in the case of solution mixing process.
However, in melt mixing, the shear force applied is gen-
erally higher than solution mixing, which might cause
shortening in the filler length, especially in high aspect
ratio fillers such CNTs. This may lead to a decrease in

electrical conductivity and SET value [78]. However, it is
difficult to conclude if solution mixing is better than
melt mixing for EMI shielding enhancement. In this
study of PC-based composites, it is noted that changing
the processing parameters impacts the shielding
performance. For example, the usual melt mixing
temperature in PC-based composites is 260–280 °C. It is
observed that above the usual processing temperature
(here 330 °C), the melt viscosity of PC is low, leading to
the homogeneous dispersion of GNPs, enhancing the
electrical conductivity and subsequent EMI shielding for
PC/GNP composite [75]. Thus, we can infer that
temperature and processing parameters significantly im-
pact the dispersion of fillers and subsequently the shield-
ing performance.

Compression molding vs. injection molding
In the case of CNTs as fillers, it is observed that sample
preparation for EMI measurements via compression
molding (random distribution) results in an enhanced
electrical conductivity and subsequent SET value as com-
pared to the injection molding technique. In injection
molding technique, the flow-induced alignment of CNTs
was achieved by applying intensive drag/shear force,
diminishing the likelihood of CNTs inter-connection,
and thus decreasing the electrical conductivity value [36,
69]. It is also reported that annealing the sample after
injection molding did not significantly improve the con-
ductivity value of PC/CNT composites as CNT mobility
during the thermal treatment is not adequate to improve
the network structure [69]. Some articles report that the
low-pressure compression molding technique results in
enhanced shielding than high pressure (due to increased
porosity in case of low pressure) [72]. But this happens
at the cost of decreased strength. Furthermore, there is
also an article that emphasizes that high-pressure com-
pression molding results in enhanced electrical conduct-
ivity due to a decrease in the gap between adjacent
nanofillers as polymers are more compressible than
nanofillers [73]. However, as already mentioned, con-
ductive filler connectivity is essential for conductivity
but is not the sole deciding factor for EMI shielding.

Also, researchers have compared screw extrusion with
injection molding and pultrusion processes with screw
extrusion. Screw extrusion, due to its high shear stress,
tends to decrease the aspect ratio compared to the other
two processes [93, 98].
Having discussed the effect of processing technique on

EMI shielding performance of PC-based hybrid struc-
tures, we can infer that one method can be better than
the other method, only at a specific set of processing
conditions and for certain fillers, but generalization
would be inappropriate.

Fig. 22 Percentage of published research papers in different categories of
PC-based hybrid structures since 2010
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How to design a superior PC-based EMI shield?
Researchers have been exploring the means to enhance
EMI shielding performance while maintaining mechan-
ical stability. Some of these approaches are already dis-
cussed in this review article, and it is summarized below.

Modifying the filler/ polymer-filler interaction
The structure of PC has a carbonate group. Thus, suit-
able covalent/non-covalent modification of fillers tends
to enhance their interaction with the PC matrix. This
can further help in controlling the dispersion and distri-
bution of fillers in the PC matrix. It is beneficial in the
case of blends where functional groups on fillers may
help in confining the filler to a specific component, thus
obtaining a compartmentalized model. For example-
amine functional groups on the surface of CNTs
undergo interfacial reaction or H-bonding with ester
groups in PC, promoting double percolation in the blend
and enhancing the EMI shielding properties. Another
approach is to synthesize core-shell nanoparticles and,
with controlled processing, obtain shielding compart-
ments, enhancing the SET value compared to random in-
corporation of individual fillers [81]. In general, it is
known that in-situ polymerization of host polymer with
filler results in homogeneous dispersion [46]. However,
in-situ polymerization of PC might be difficult at the
lab scale due to safety concerns (phosgene is toxic).
And in the last decade, in-situ polymerization of PC
and fillers is hardly focused and remains an intriguing
area to explore.

Blending another polymer with PC
Blending is done primarily for two purposes- 1) To en-
hance the mechanical properties by introducing another
thermoplastic polymer (PET, PBT, ABS, SAN, EMA, PP,
etc.) such that a droplet matrix or sea-island morphology
is obtained 2) To enhance the SET value by targeting
double percolation through a co-continuous structure.
The compartmentalized model is well reported, espe-
cially for the case of PC/PVDF blend [90]. Several
articles also report compatibilization of the blend by
introducing the optimum amount of grafted MAH-
based compatibilizers that decrease the interfacial
tension between the two components of the blend
structure. MAH-based compatibilizers work well for
PC-based blend structure as MAH contains carbonyl
group, making it highly polar and capable of interact-
ing with the polar ester group in PC. This has a
significant morphological impact on domain size, filler
dispersion, and subsequent SET value. Mechanical
property and SET value are reported to improve (or fine-
tune) by the suitable compatibilization of PC-based blends
[86, 96].

Exploring multilayered hybrid structures and foams
Multilayered PC-based hybrid systems and foams are
comparatively more versatile and less explored research
areas. The multilayered hybrid structure is a fascinating
field wherein one can obtain a thin film with a combin-
ation of layers, each with different inherent properties
(conducting or dielectric or magnetic) to enhance SET.
Here, there is enough flexibility to tune the shield to
promote reflection or absorption as per the requirement
while minimizing the thickness. For example- with a sys-
tematic increase in conductivity across the stack, the
wave can progress deeper into the material rather than
reflecting at the front surface. This promotes multiple
reflections at the material interfaces and has an added
advantage over foaming. In contrast, the reflectivity in
foams is minimized by introducing low permittivity airy
pockets at the expense of thickness. Moreover, inter-
facial layers can also be incorporated to enhance the
mechanical properties of a PC-based shield. In one of
the cases [63], it is found that the stack with the gradient
in permeability and conductivity together (e.g., conduct-
ing ferromagnetic filler such as Ni) is more effective in
enhancing the absorption performances compared to the
stack with a gradient in conductivity (e.g., CNTs) only;
however, more experiments are needed before it can be
generalized for all such fillers. On the other hand, foams
have attracted attention primarily due to their low dens-
ity and high SSEt. High SSEt in foams are mainly because
of multiple interfaces created by airy pockets. It is to be
noted that in the last 10 years, PC-based foams have only
been prepared using supercritical CO2. The cellular
morphological features, which have a crucial role in SSEt
enhancement and mechanical properties, can be tuned
primarily through the presence/ content of filler, amount
of dissolved supercritical CO2, and CO2 saturation/
foaming conditions. The introduction of CNT in PC-
based foams decreases the cell size and increases the cell
density by providing adequate interfaces for CO2 accu-
mulation and thus promoting nucleation of voids [105,
107]. Also, the SSEt of composite foams is higher than
the bulk composite owing to multiple reflections due to
numerous voids [105, 106]. The foams can also be de-
signed with gradient distribution of density and filler by
partial foaming the outer layer to enhance absorption-
based shielding [107].

Future prospects
PC is a brittle polymer, and often, the incorporation of
nanofillers (especially low aspect ratio nanofillers) result
in the decline of mechanical properties. The mechanical
stability of PC-based shields is of utmost importance for
real-life commercial applications. Thus, the first challen-
ging aspect of research is to make PC-based EMI shields
with superior mechanical properties. Since PC finds
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application in several areas due to its transparency, it be-
comes essential to focus more on designing an EMI
shield that retains its transparency. It will indeed be an
added advantage if future researchers find ways to intro-
duce self-healing property in these EMI shields.
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